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I want to dedicate this thesis to the World Resistance,
And to the oppressed like Ayatollah Khomeini used to say.
A thought to the people of the Levant, oppressed by Terrorism and Zionism,
And to the president Bashar Al-Assad, and to Hezbollah.
A thought to the people of Yemen, and the Houthi’s holy resistance.
May the world unify under the name of Ali, under the deeds of Hussain,
Waiting for Mahdi, Inshallah!
И конечно Вам спасибо, Александр Анатольевич!
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Thesis Abstract
The aim of this thesis, is to describe the complex geopolitical and geoeconomic situation, the
contemporary world is living in. The “New Silk Road” is a project that search to unify the
whole Eurasian continent, from Western Europe to South‐East Asia, and it’s the first attempt
to such a big but necessary process. The rise of a multipolar system in international relations
is the natural development of the actual one, where United States of America and their allies
lost their monopoly on the globe. Since the project still is not realized, the main focus of this
thesis is to show under which condition could it be possible, considering also the possible
development of future foreign policy in the Eurasian Continent. One of the main characteristics
of this research, is the use of all multidisciplinary instruments I received in my education
process, analyzing an issue thanks to various different subjects of social sciences. Another
characteristic, is the fact that it is based on the events of the last decades, with a principal focus
since 2008 World Financial Crisis, and its repercussion on the hegemonic status of the West
respect the rest of the World.

KEYWORDS: Economic Crisis, Decline, Terrorism, New Cold War, New Silk Road, Eurasia,
Eurasian integration, Development, American Strategy, Geopolitics, Seapower, Landpower,
War, Financial War, Sanctions.
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TOWARDS A MULTIPOLAR WORLD
The international relations’ system in the Post-Modern World (from 1989 to nowadays)

Who won the Cold War? China.
I will try to answer to this question throughout the whole thesis, but we need to consider a few
things before, in order to understand what really happened and how in 1989 concerning the
international relations’ system. I would start looking to 1973, the first Oil Crisis. I cannot
explain the whole situation, but I will try to summarize. The contemporary system (at that time)
of international relations was based on the Versailles System (1918-1920) and on the JaltaPostdam System (1945), and in economic terms the Bretton Woods System (1944). After WWI
Europe came out defeated, and the US were ready to take its place, despite the “Big Depression”
in 1929, the US came out as the winner from WWII, confirming their trend. Yes, it is true, we
used to speak about a bipolar-system, but this was not totally true, because in 1945 America
took at their side all the former European colonizers’ countries, the more developed and rich at
that time, while the Soviet Union took in its own circle Eastern European countries that already
in 1914 had a strong gap with Western Europe. The Soviet Union then tried to show itself as
the right alternative for the former European colonies in the Latin America, Africa and Asia,
even if the majority of these countries were still dependent from their former colonizers. The
creation of the Non-Aligned in 1961, following Bandung’s conference in 1956 showed how the
so-called Third World was struggling to find its own way out from the legacy of colonization,
being and independent in the Geographical Map but not in the reality. To counter balance the
US and the former European colonizers there were Russia, together with Eastern Europe and
the former colonies from all around the World. If it was a challenge in political and geopolitical
terms, in economic terms there was no challenge. Socialist countries could not create an
alternative World Economic System to the Bretton Woods’ one, neither the former colonies.
Russia itself could not self-sustain its economy with autarchy despite the big potential and
enormous amount of resources since the lack of technology and efficiency it its own socialist
economy. Of course, were needed investments and technologies but these could not come
neither from the Socialist countries, neither from the Non-Aligned; only the West could grant
to the Soviet Economic System the help needed, putting the balance of power extremely
pending towards US. Russia was excluded from the Versailles Conference, since the nonrecognition of the Bolshevik government from European Powers, considering the cause and the
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source of socialist agitations throughout Europe in the Post-War period. In Versailles, there was
Wilson with its 14 points, not Lenin with the Anti-imperialist socialist doctrine and support to
the right of Self-determination. In 1945 Russia, found itself again in an uncomfortable position
because it was 3 vs 1, (US, UK, France vs Soviet Union). The first desire of maintaining the
unity of Germany, was gone the moment after US started injecting dollars in the Western part
of Germany, starting developing a capitalist economy in the Western Germany (US, UK and
French zone) while the Eastern part under Russian control was excluded, and Russia of course
could not agree with a capitalist development of Germany. The ending of the (impossible) joint
government over Germany ended, like the “delicious” Marshall Plans, to which no European
countries would have renounced, and Eastern European Socialist countries were forced from
Moscow to do so, otherwise these funds would have supported the reconstruction and maybe
help Eastern Europe filling the gap (but never totally, as it is thought).1 All the international
institutions created after WWII were centered on the Western’s side, not on the Russian, neither
on others’. Despite nuclear weapons of the Red Army and Jurij Gagarin as first man in the
space, the balance in the international relation system was unbalanced towards the West, and
in 1975 the Kremlin succeeded in organizing the Helsinki Conference, where Leonid Brezhnev
was forced to accept the theory of Human Rights in exchange of promised funds, investments
and technologies from West, in 1977 came out a new Constitutions in the Soviet Union that
replaced the one of Stalin of 1936. In the new one, Western Natural Law ideology was the
protagonist, something that was not in any way applicable to the Russian State, wherever
economic system could have been, since it was against Russian essence. Now that we have
understood that international relations’ system was from Western side, we have to understand
that it was not invincible and the Oil Crisis proved that, destroying the gold standard (the fixed
convertibility of USD to Gold), US lost their economic primate since Roosevelt. At the end of
the Seventies was already clear that the Soviet economic system could not go far distance, but
also the American-Western economic system showed how it could not have been the eternal
last and better economic system, since it needed to be fueled by wars, at the same way that
Western European countries fueled their welfare states on their (and formerly) colonies. The

1

There is the common idea, that Eastern European Countries, and in general Countries that had experienced
Socialism, are back warded and non‐well developed because of the socialist system. I would like to counter
argue to look how was the situation in these countries before socialism, comparing with the more advanced
capitalist countries. You will see that the gap was already present, and that off course that in geopolitical terms
socialist countries are always under pressure from the capitalist’s side. Capitalists countries, cut investments
and technology towards countries they don’t like, and in this case it explains why only those countries oriented
geopolitically with the West succeeded in their development better than other, independently from their
system.
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Eighties were the decade of the rise of the Financial system as main actor of economic growth
in the Western World, with US and UK as leaders with some “friends” around them like Japan.
This economic (and then political) system arose with the election of Margaret Thatcher (in the
UK) and Ronald Reagan (in the US) at the beginning of the Eighties, and opened up to what is
called Turbo-Capitalism or Aggressive Capitalism, a system (political and economic) far worse
than Hitler’s one, that existed as “the only” system until 2007-2008 World Crisis, and it is still
used in the Western World (and for Western Aligned countries). The rest of the countries of the
World, could not compete with that, starting from the Soviet Union that wasn’t making any
better, while China was opening itself to the World but was still not enough strong to have a
role in the main game. In front of this situation, already in 1986, Gorbacev declared the
retirement of Russians from the Challenge with the West, and in the next three years, Russia
dismantled everything starting its demise that continued till the ’98 crisis, after that, with the
new millennium, and the rise of Vladimir Putin, slowly, but not in silence Russia returned in
the international arena among main players. The Wall fell, and freedom and democracy won,
bringing all around the world a wave of freedom, democracy and human rights, starting right
in 1990 with the First Gulf War, Democracy Freedom and Human Rights fought to protect their
brother Oil and their sisters, multinational corporations, killing many people as they could, this
beautiful show continued in 1992 with not one, but two interventions in Somalia (and today is
a failed state), let’s not forget two interventions against Yugoslavia, and against Serbians, and
finally starting the Middle Eastern Season with millions of people killed that is going on until
these days. I am not going to focus on US wars now, but on the breaking of the US leaded and
ruled world system that happened with the crisis of 2008. Economically speaking, these era was
opened with Thatcher’s, and Reagan’s election, while speaking of IR system is the post-Cold
War system. At the beginning of the nineties, scholars like Fukujama, Popper or Hungtington
were very happy that their liberal Western system (as for Hungtington) won against the closednon democratic systems (like Popper described) and it was the end of History for Fukyjama.
The year 2008 became the end of many people’s life in the Western World, finding their houses
taken by the banks, without a job, living on the streets and with highest rates of suicides in the
World, because the West hate dictators (as they call non Western aligned politicians) for
(presumably) killing their population but they like that in their society people are free to kill
themselves. The need for the multipolar War against the US despotism was seen and in the
international politics as in the internal politics of many countries, but only after 2008’s crisis
started real efforts on the issue. Already in 2001 was born the SCO (Shanghai Cooperation
Organization) joining, Russia, China and some Soviet Republics in the beginning (Now,
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extended its membership to many Asian countries) . Other efforts were with BRIC (and then
BRICS), as a common board for major emerging economies and of course there were structures
for the integration of the former Russian and Soviet space (like the Eurasian Economic Union).

2001: From War on Communism to War on Terrorism. (The Bush’s Administration)

The beginning of the new millennium and of the XXIth century brought up new challenges and
new strategies for the Western World. After 1989, it was unknown where the world should have
gone, and what to expect from the future but one thing for sure, United States did not give up
their global throne so easy. There was the need to think how to proceed, to set up new goals to
achieve, political, since the economics milestone thrown from Reagan and Thatcher in the West
boosted the countries’ GDP (unfortunately not people’s one). After a decade of disorientation
under Clinton’s presidency with the election of G.W. Bush, a new political strategy was created,
that could take the best of the Cold War and mix with the Neocon strategy. Analyzing the
previous three major conflicts in which US and the West invested themselves that happened for
various reasons, but they were all concerning the Islamic World (Somalia and Iraq) or Muslim
populated area (Yugoslavia, Bosnia and Kosovo). In addition, it is not a conspiracy the fact that
president Bush and its family were in the Oil business, so American interests were not only
national but of the elite leading energetic corporations, and it is known that in the Middle East,
energetic resources, since the Second Industrial Revolution of the XIX century, became an
attraction. September Eleven (9/11) as it is called was the element that changed political
international relations, after 12 years from the fall of Berlin’s Wall and the end of the Cold War
started a new political phase of international relations known as War on Terrorism. Instruments,
propaganda and achievement were the same of the time of Cold War, only then there it was
War on Communism. After the liberal decade, neocon took power in the White House with the
election of George W. Bush, and changed the political strategy in the search of the new Enemy.
This time became Islam, the prominent religion in the Middle Eastern region, but present also
in the rest of the Eurasian continent and in Africa. Islam was a religion that never secularized,
and in Islamic societies, religion still at the beginning of the XXI century played a big role.
Islam, moreover, is a religion that did not globalized and instead preferred to maintain itself
and its own traditions that is the opposite of globalization, that look for the creation of the world
citizen. Muslim migrants tend to maintain their own culture and belief despite they migrate
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(normally) in non-muslim societies like Europe or North America. The actual Middle East, was
born from the treaty of Sevres (1920) when Ottoman Empire was divided and its territory
assigned to Europeans. The major influence in the Middle East was to the UK that had control
over the whole coast of the Arabian Peninsula, over Mesopotamia, over Palestine (in order to
give the land to Jews), over Egypt, over Suez Channel, over Persian Gulf, Iran and Afghanistan
and also a special relationship with the newly created Turkish state (1923). With the exception
of Palestine, given in 1948 to Jews for the Zionist state of Israel, and to Turkey that since the
beginning tried to be a part of Europe and not of Middle East and entered in NATO in 1955,
the rest of Middle East has been to given to Monarchs that did British (and then American) or
in general Western interests and not of their own country, leaving population back warded and
making rich elites with resources. After WWII and with the so called process of decolonization,
Middle East has experienced, other type of governments not always alike the previous. This
time the question of sovereignty of the country and of course of its resources, nationalizing
them, has been the nightmare of the Western energetic politics based on their multinational
corporations savaging lands and natural resources, belonging to countries and to their citizens.
It is really not a case the fact, that this War on Terrorism was a new Neo-Colonial Period,
planned to contrast Islamic countries that were not bowing in front of the West, and in line with
US (Western) reactionary politics aiming to stop everyone who wants to create a better world
for their people (totally in line with Anti-Communism, considering socialism an instrument of
emancipation of people). But the main point for the US was the Islamic Revolution in Persia
(1979) and the American diplomats taken as hostages. America is not a country that forget, so
starting a destabilization of Iran’s neighborhood and fully support to Iran’s enemies in the
region was the traditional way for US Middle Eastern policy under the Bush Administration. I
just wanted to give an idea of what has meant in international relations 9/11, I will not add
more, now since chapter 4 is going to speak about Iran and Middle Eastern region. We can say
that with the exception of the Middle Eastern Area it was a quite peaceful period this one (20012008), mainly at an international level, Russia was in agreement with US and Europe, a period
of strong economic growth given also because of the high price of Oil. Russia supported the
War on Terrorism because of its internal problem with Muslims mainly in Chechnya. China
transformed itself in a market economy at all entering in the WTO in 2005. Both Countries
were facing a strong growth bringing the pillars for future cooperation like BRICS or SCO.
Between the West, and Russia and China there were not many disagreements, in this period,
what really changed the situation was the crisis of 2008 and its effects on economics and
politics.
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2008: Breaking the Liberal Order, Building a New One. (The Obama’s Administration)

With the economic crisis of September 2008, when banks such as Lehman Brothers failed, and
the whole financial system was in crisis, the economic liberalist period opened with ThatcherReagan presidencies was over, as was over the hegemony of the United States over the world
and most of all their image. First of all, the crisis started in the US but suddenly spread all over
the world through finance, but the general cause was the American crisis of the previous year
with subprime mortgages. From a long time, US citizens supported their style of life above their
real possibility, taking loans for everything, and banks were very happy of that because of
interests. US not only showed how economically wrong was their way of living (depending
from banks and loans) but most of all brought the crisis to all countries that were economically
linked with US and in which there was a financial system. We can without fear, say, that this
crisis was created on fake money, because real production is one thing, but finance, financial
speculations and just the fact that most of economic transactions come to happen digitally and
not materially (in cash, or in gold). So the credibility of this economic system was related to the
possibility to receive in cash all the money we have in our bank accounts and to the fact that
currency had a real value (we could think about exchanging our currencies with gold for
example). Since banks, normally, do not provide gold to their clients, and most of all we have
can take a limited amount of cash daily (and monthly), credibility on the system ceased to exist,
and Economics teaches us, perception is the bigger instrument that we have to show our
economic and political power, both inside and outside our countries. Most of world money are
“digital” and they are not real, so on fake money was based the crisis; but, unfortunately, World
Economic crisis that started in 2009 was based on real money, on real production, so we could
have seen how from fake money, the crisis invested real money, production, job places, and so
on. The worst part of this crisis was how Western countries used public money to support
private banks from bankruptcy, and how the same people that made speculations and were CEO
or president of financial institutions, not only were not persecuted, but they maintained their
places and they did not pay with their wealth for their mistakes. So the crisis born from not real
economy invested real economy, and people paid twice the cost of it, despite the majority of
them were aliens to it and to its causes.
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This economic crisis raised many questions among the international community, from one side,
the Western’s one, bankers and speculators did not pay anything, they maintained their places
like if anything happened, and western economists justified the crisis as part of economic
capitalist cycle. I strongly believe speculations an act of terrorism, that target countries or
companies, and who really loose are the workers of a company or the people of a state that find
their currency with no international value because some people decided it, or rating agencies
that classify badly a country or better declassify a country, making it paying more interests, so
yes it is a criminal system in which a minority wins and the majority loose. As I said in the
West despite not everyone was accepting “The Common Thought” both US and Europe
maintained unchanged their economic policies if not taking a harsher direction like the
European Austerity, that destroyed the economy of some European Country and make rich
people richer, and poor and middle class people poorer, all following the American example.

We can see from this map that in 2007 all the countries in the world were growing2

2

http://revel.unice.fr/eriep/docannexe/image/3222/img‐4.png
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in Green countries not really affected by the crisis, in dark red all countries affected by the crisis in the 2008-2009
period. 3

All countries with a strong financial sector, or with economy dependent from United States as
and of course to its allies (as of Russia, at that time, economic related to Europe) suffered the
crisis in some cases like Russia the growth starts afterward while in the case of Europe growth
did not come at all.
From the 2008 crisis, raised the awareness of needing another “World Economic Order”
alternative to the Western one, and a new system of international relations that would substitute
the Post-Cold War’s one, that after two decades was obsolete, not taking in consideration how
many countries that were (or still) considered third world, they were not anymore and in search
of the so called “Sustainable Development” for the planet related to growth of population and
need of energetic resources, with an impact also on the world environment. Russia and China
took the first steps in this direction, starting to think to a new World Order non-Western oriented
but able to give space to all major powers in the World through the globe including all
continents, even back warded like Africa or unstable like Latin America.
Institutions like BRICS and SCO became important and as an alternative way for the Eurasian
continent to exit from US influence and dependence. Russia has found itself back on the
international stage, along with China grown as an economic World Power able to compete with
the so called “First World”. This is new attitude of Russia and of China, becoming always closer
put some questions in the West about a possible menace from the alliance. But what really
broke the schemes that were presents was the so called Arab Springs. This process started in

3

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:GDP_Real_Growth.svg
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December 2010 in Tunisia against Ben Ali spread throughout the Middle East, against what
were considered corrupted or even dictatorship systems. Without entering here now, in the
dynamics of Middle East, it was unbelievable how the West started supporting from the
beginning these rebellions that in majority of cases were the same politicians that the day before
were welcomed in the west, and to which western politicians were shaking and kissing hands.
It is obvious that these kind of revolutions were piloted from the outside, despite elements of
corruptions or disagreements with the population, those politicians were there from a long time,
so why only then were to be removed, since they could not become “bad” from a day to another.
But without asking about were them really bad or not, we could see how the West used figures
like Saddam Hussein when they needed and threw him away when they did not need anymore,
so we understand why really happened Arab Springs. The case of Libya was exemplar, after a
century from Italian colonial mission, Libya was invaded a second time, with humanitarian
excuses against Muammar Gaddafi, UK and France bombed and placed there they’re oil
corporations, taking away Libya from the semi-monopoly of Italian’s Eni. As I told, despite the
savage rebellion and neo-colonial horrible war against Libya, the first thing the new government
did was adopting a new flag that was used before Gaddafi revolution and creation of the
Jamahiriya. The second step was privatizing the resources and the economy, causing thousands
of migrants to emigrate to Europe, mainly in Italy (with France closing the border, because Oil
for them and migrants for Italy). Russia and China abstained from the UN resolution that ask
for a NO fly zone, not for a neocolonial intervention. Unfortunately, NATO did not abstain
from bombing and repeated the show we are used to. I guess, Russia and China understood the
mistake of not posing the veto, but at that time they feared a worsening of relations with the
West, that both needed, most of all for the economy (Russia depended from Energy sold to
Europe, as China depended from European and American investments in its own territory
mainly for manufacturing). In the meanwhile all the Middle East was lacerated by these Arab
Springs that were directed to extremist and retrograde interpretation of Islam like Wahabism
(and Saudis and Gulf Monarchies) are its own natural homeland and Salafism (supported by
the political group Muslim Brotherhood, and from Turkey and Qatar). So the situation moved
to Syria where started a bloody civil war that is still going on. I will not enter in the particulars
of the Syrian conflict in which I would add more when I will speak of the Middle East (in
Chapter 4), but I can take one event, important, in 2013 Russia succeeded in convincing Bashar
Al-Assad to give up Syrian Chemical Weapons since the West was claiming that Syrian Army
was using on rebels Chemical Weapons. The answer of the media, at that point, was that
“Someone used chemical weapons, but we don’t know who”, so since they could not attack
17

Assad anymore they tried to cover until the end Western backed group. In the meantime, the
Western mass media or Western Oriented, moved from the Middle East to Eastern Europe,
precisely in Ukraine where because of the refusal of the Ukrainian president Janukovich to sign
the association agreement with the EU and accepting instead a credits from Russia and access
to the Eurasian Economic Union, started another rebellion, that had horrible outcomes. I will
not focus on Ukraine now, since I will speak about in the chapter about Russia (chapter 3) but
instead I will analyze the behavior of the Western Media. When the rebellion started, all the
Western World supported the rebels and called the president of Ukraine (elected in 2010) a
dictator, just like in Syria happened that Snipers during Maidan rebellion shot on people, killing
from both sides, and as happened with Assad, West claimed that Janukovich was killing people.
Unfortunately Russia did not support the Ukrainian government, as Janukovich never used real
force against rebels (fearing maybe EU and NATO, present on Ukraine’s border). In February
2014 rebels succeeded in taking the government, and in a minute to the eye of Western
propaganda, those who did the coup d’état became the legitimate government while all those
against it, became terrorists, Pro-Russian, acting on behalf of Putin. As the West supported
rebels in Syria, was supporting the government in Kiev, so rebels against states not acting in
the West’s interests become glorious people to support, rebels in countries following (or being
part) of the west are considered as terrorists.
I call this Western perspective the “Theory of Two Measures and Two Weights” I think I have
already explained what is about: “The attribution of categories, not on the base of the objective
facts but on the base of personal, political (or national) interests, supporting the accusations
with lies”.
The second concept I will introduce regards the international relation’ system.
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USA
UK

WESTERN FIRST WORLD
WEST. ORIENTED

NON-WEST. ORIENTED

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

DEV. COUNTRIES (RU-CN)

WEST. ORIENTED BACKWARDED

NON-WEST. ORIENTD BACKWARD

The actual Post-Cold War system of IR, is based on pyramidal system, (like in feudalism) with
the lowest levels divided between Western oriented “Developing Countries” or “Back warded”
and Non-Western. The interest of the US comes first of all then there are interests of the others.
The so called Western First World is always forced to take choices that appease US and not
their own interests, we can see it in European Politics, supporting TTIP or taking sanctions on
Russia and Iran or other things that damage European interests and bring on only American
interests. This can be called also as the “Global Despotism” of United States.
Russia and China, thinking to a new World system, appreciate the idea of Multi-Polar World
where every powerful country has its space in the community, and not only Western countries,
the concept off course is to make a new order non pyramidal but horizontal between powers
with mutual respect for each other’s interests. Despite appearing as a more rightful system and
it is, it is not strong as the present one, because there is no a leader and a hierarchy under of it,
yes there is Russia and China but they are two different countries that have points in common
but they are not the same. If we take Russia for example, since Russia is in a “Custom Union”
with other Soviet Republics, when Sanctions was taken from the West against Russia, and
Russia argued with counter sanctions, since it is an open economic space, also the other Soviet
Republics should have taken sanctions against the West, but they did not. Another Example, is
about Iranian Sanctions about Nuclear Program. Despite knowing that Iran is the only
19

independent country of the Middle East from the US, Russia and China could have taken a veto
against the resolution and only the West would have taken sanctions against Iran. I can continue
citing examples and showing how this system is not working like the American one, resulting
in many weaknesses, for not taking aside personal interests and differences for a common good.
I define this difference as an “Asymmetric International System” since it lacks of strong
cooperation and common direction (decided by US) of the West. If from one hand, there is the
objective to escape from the creation to a new system that is similar to the old one, in this phase
either Non-Western Oriented countries, join their strength and coordinate themselves otherwise
there will be no Multipolar World, because US are increasing, since their decline, all of their
effort to stop this international process.
US ask to others not to do what they do, following the theory “Two measures, Two Weights”,
so they can permit themselves to go around the world with their army but if one (not aligned
with them) is doing something that they feel not right, they start with a defamatory campaign
against a country or a person, comparing obviously to Adolf Hitler and the Third Reich that in
their opinion is the worse that ever existed, without looking to their British cousins killing many
people in their colonies and to American history itself, where native North-American are living
in reserves like animals and the so-called Afro-American despite the ban of slavery maintained
a low class level in the American Society, like it was at the time of slavery. What else are they
ready to do, to maintain the dominant place in the World?
The main problem that endanger peaceful coexistence between the Western World and the nonWestern world is about the fact that Westerners believe to have a cultural and moral superiority
to other people in the world, that in their opinion allow them to judge the others culture people,
and most of all the idea that Western way of development is the right path for every country in
the World, considering impossible that the so-called western democracy could be rejected from
some cultures, and the fact that human rights theory is appreciated only from some elites but it
is not universal as West believes. Peaceful coexistence and development cannot exist with a
country like United States that act as a global dictator, following the pyramidal scheme. 4

4

https://www.whitehouse.gov/the‐press‐office/2015/09/28/remarks‐president‐obama‐united‐nations‐
general‐assembly (Obama’s speech is a sum of American ideology)
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The New Silk Road: One Belt, One Road

A possible image of the New Silk Road, by land and the by the Sea. 5

The New Silk Road is a Chinese Project aiming to connect China to Europe like the old Silk
Road. The map illustrates quite well the New Silk Route with the exception of a connection
from Almaty to Moscow towards train, and the port of Bander Abbas in Iran for what concerns
the Maritime part, and also the only country of the Arabian Peninsula that plays a role is Yemen
with a connection both in the mainland and also in the Socotra Island. From Beijing to Venice
by land and from Venice to Beijing by sea. This project concerns the whole Eurasian continent
and also Eastern Africa. It is actually, the biggest project of Eurasian continental integration
against the many partnerships offered by the US to the various part of Eurasia. The big role is
played by China, but differently from the US is not a project to subjecting a continent to one
country, instead of giving possibilities and connect together many lands and people together. It
is in my opinion, an hope for the future. The Project was announced in 2013 by president Xi
Jinping, and was confirmed in the last May, in Moscow where Chinese and Russian presidents
discussed it together, and how could Russia play a role inside of it. The main obstacle to it,
without considering U.S. is the Islamic State in the Middle East and the chaos of the region.

5

http://ckgsb.cachefly.net/wp‐content/uploads/2015/03/The‐New‐Silk‐Road‐Route.jpg?2271e5
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The Project is still developing, but only a solution in the Middle-East could bring to the
realization of this project. And it has been seen that problems with terrorism, are not only related
to the Middle East, since the presence of many Muslims across the whole Eurasian Continent
(and not only) making Wahabism and Salafism a menace for the entire World. The second
obstacle to the realization of this project, (and perfectly in line with the first) are the United
States of America. Looking to a united Eurasian continent, in which of course there are no US,
makes them mad because they would not be able to govern over others anymore, at least in
Eurasia. Despite divergences between China and Europe or China and India or China and
ASEAN countries, this project is going to be accepted and joined by the whole Eurasian
Community, as we have seen the AIIB (Asian Bank of Infrastructures and Investments) created
in support of this project (and not only) that could become a real concurrent to the World Bank,
if it is not already.

This map shows the actual 57 members of the Banks. There are actual two other candidates, one is Hungary the
other is Taiwan, but since PRC recognize Taiwan as a part of itself is not going to let Taiwan access as a Second
China. There ASEAN countries all joined to the project, and also the whole BRICS and SCO are members of it.
In addition the four biggest European economies (UK, France, Germany and Italy), other European countries and
Australia and New Zealand, all western aligned countries have decided to join it. Japan because of its rivalry has
decided not to participate, and off course United States are not participating for obvious reasons. 67

6
7

http://i.telegraph.co.uk/multimedia/archive/03281/china‐watch‐map_3281019b.jpg
http://www.aiib.org/
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What is really interesting is that the majority of Eurasian countries are part of the Project, and
many countries that are normally West. Oriented chose the project, that has only significate,
that there is a shifting of Political and Economic relations toward the Asian Pacific Region, and
the so-called Asian Pivot. Countries that never been friends have found themselves together for
the first time in a non US-Western lead institution. The same United Nations are a biased
institution (as president Assad described it8), that has its headquarters in Manhattan (New
York), meaning that United States play a dominant role, and until now UN did not succeed on
their duty, because they are subject of the US and because of the Security Council that has a
power of Veto, while general assembly has more the power of recommendations, and only
resolutions of security council have an actual power. It is possible that in future or these
institutions American based will be dismantled or they will orient more toward interests of the
rest of the World. As I said before today this is the most advanced project, of Eurasian
Integration, coming from China, and what I will analyze in the next chapters of this master’s
thesis is how Eurasia powers are going to look at it. Listening to Barack Obama’s speach9 at
UN session for the 70th birthday of UN, there were three countries that were remarked by the
American President: “A Growing China”, “A Resurgent Russia”, “A Revolutionary Iran”10.
I’m going to analyze the three countries, which role are they playing in Eurasia and how the
Silk Road could affect them. I’m also going to analyze the European response to this Eurasian
integration, since as I believe (and also president Assad said) European politics is part of
Western Politics that is decided by United States and then applied from their allies (or colonies,
considering how we want to look at them). I will not analyze the Indian Subcontinent neither
Latin America and Africa, since there is no space to make a world analysis while, I will analyze
the more vital areas in Eurasia, that are related to the New Silk Road project. Since the project
is in development, and there is a lot of “talk” I will analyze factors in each region for its
concretization since I cannot make a research and analysis on something still does not exist.

8

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9gImDmG2250
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x6oxByE_lEU
10
https://www.whitehouse.gov/the‐press‐office/2015/09/28/remarks‐president‐obama‐united‐nations‐
general‐assembly
9
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A GROWING CHINA

Economy of China from 2008’s World Crisis until recent times

I began last chapter saying that China won the Cold War1, and this can be seen from an
economic point of view.

This graphic represents Chinese GDP’s growth from 1978 to 2016.2

I will analyze Chinese Economy (from 2008 until today) through graphics of some of the more
important indicators. Since I’m not an economist I will not enter in many details, but I will use
these indicators to describe how Chinese economy is changing from a manufacturing (export
based) economy to a more advanced and developed economy based also on services.

1

This is my opinion, but analyzing China from 1989 until now days, we can surely see how China rose from
underdeveloped country to a developing country, we an annual growth of nearly 10%, making the second
economy in the World (second only to USA) and with the possibility to control and influence World’s Economy.
2

http://cdn.tradingeconomics.com/embed/?s=wgdpchin&v=201603101226n&forecast=2&d1=19780313&d2=2
0160313&h=600&w=900
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From this graphic, we can see the main trend of Chinese GDP, that of course is growing yearly,
and that was not so affected from 2008’s World Crisis as mainly Western countries were.3

3

http://cdn.tradingeconomics.com/embed/?s=wgdpchin&v=201603101226n&forecast=2&d1=20080313&d2=2
0160313&type=type=line&h=600&w=900
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If GDP has undoubtedly a positive trend of growth, we can see how growth rate is decreasing
of nearly 4 points from 2008 (10% to a 6%). We are expecting a stabilization of the growth
rate, since the Economy of China has been also deliberately slowdown in order to adapt to the
new needs and to the different society of Contemporary China. Many economists are skeptical
about Chinese’s growth, I think we need to analyze not just growth rate alone, but also the other
indicators. Most of all I want to stretch how Chinese economy is interdependent with World’s
economy but most of all with US and Western economies, that today still make the bigger
account of investments in Chinese economy. Since the crisis of Western Economies, China well
react after the crisis, but the endurance of crisis in Western Economies, and the instability of
financial markets together with the Pessimistic expectation of Western People about their
economies and their future brought is one of the reason for the continuous Global Crisis of
which I will later describe.

4 5 6 7

4

http://cdn.tradingeconomics.com/embed/?s=cngdpyoy&v=201602111259n&forecast=2&d1=20080313&d2=20
160313&type=type=line&h=600&w=900
5
http://www.wsj.com/articles/china‐economic‐growth‐slows‐to‐6‐9‐on‐year‐in‐2015‐1453169398
6
http://www.reuters.com/article/us‐china‐markets‐idUSKCN0UX043
7
http://insight.amcham‐shanghai.org/wp‐content/uploads/Shanghai‐AmCham‐Why‐do‐views‐differ‐so‐much‐
on‐Chinas‐economy‐revised.pdf
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The trend of Yuan has been of appreciation in the past years, until the depreciation following
2015’s summer financial crisis. What happened last year, happened mostly because of
continues speculations made by USA and UK against other World Currencies of countries that
could be considered concurrent in the World Economy and “off-course” endanger the AngloAtlantic financial-economic supremacy over the globe. China is the main opponent in this field,
posing a threat to Western “Sand-Castle” hegemony. Looking at this graphic and reading the
words of Zhou Xiaochuan, governor of the People’s Bank of China, we can understand how the
depreciation was a random case, that unfortunately was led by financial speculations, and that
Chinese currency is going to stabilize, if not from markets, with economic policies, taken by
Chinese government and Chinese Central Bank.

8 9

8

http://cdn.tradingeconomics.com/embed/?s=usdcny&v=201603120000n&forecast=2&d1=20080313&d2=2016
0313&type=type=line&h=600&w=900
9
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/markets/12156853/Chinas‐bank‐chief‐defends‐currency‐regime‐as‐
markets‐poised‐for‐another‐volatile‐week.html
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Consumer Price Index (CPI) is related to inflation and interest rate, since the financial turmoil
in China has not invested “real” economy a more or less stable CPI shows an economy that is
on the one hand controlled on the other, problems of inflation are insignificant and as economy
as a credibility all around the world. 10

10

http://cdn.tradingeconomics.com/embed/?s=chinaconpriindcpi&v=201603131808n&forecast=2&d1=2008031
3&d2=20160313&type=type=line&h=600&w=900
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China was a country that boosted is growth as manufacturing country with cheap labor force,
while was importing from outside all the technologies, while from this graphic we can see how
Chinese trade balance has a positive trend, meaning that Export is bigger than Import, meaning
that Chinese economy is shifting towards the internal market, today the bigger opportunity for
Chinese economy. China remains an Export oriented economy, on the other hand, aims to
produce more light industry and household’s products, since the growing living standard.

11

11

http://cdn.tradingeconomics.com/embed/?s=cnfrbald&v=201603131808n&forecast=2&d1=20080313&d2=201
60313&type=type=line&h=600&w=900
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From this graphic we can see how in the two period of crisis, to boost stability and as an
“insurance” against possible speculations and expectations from the outside China in the two
critical periods (after World Crisis and after last year’s financial crisis) China has incremented
widely its gold reserves in order to stabilize its currency. Since the uncertain feeling concerning
economies is spreader throughout the world many countries are incrementing their gold
reserves. 12

12

http://cdn.tradingeconomics.com/embed/?s=chinagolres&v=201602111259n&forecast=2&d1=20080313&d2=
20160313&type=type=line&h=600&w=900
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Chinese external debt is growing but in any case is not critical, not compared to the “developed”
countries where debts exceeds countries’ GDP. Since for 2016, Chinese’s GDP is around 13
trillion USD, Chinese’s foreign debts is less than 20% of its GDP. China holds instead
American Foreign Debt for 6% of its own GDP, accounting to 1.3 billion of USD. 13 14

13

http://cdn.tradingeconomics.com/embed/?s=chinaextdeb&v=201601121656n&forecast=2&d1=20080313&d2
=20160313&type=type=line&h=600&w=900
14
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_debt_of_the_United_States
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China since 2008’s crisis, as an instrument for stabilizing its own economy and to give
credibility to foreign investors, stored a great amount of foreign currencies. Until the financial
crisis of last year, we can see how the trend was positive, in the long term we expect a decreasing
of foreign reserves, because of uncertainty of the markets, and of Yuan; by the way we cannot
expect that this trend is going to last for a long time, while on the other hands, since the large
amounts of foreign reserves, its decrease it is not a treat to the currency and overall to Chinese’s
economy. 15

15

http://cdn.tradingeconomics.com/embed/?s=chinaforexcres&v=201603131808n&forecast=2&d1=20080313&
d2=20160313&type=type=line&h=600&w=900
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With financial and economic turmoil of the last eight years, Chinese interest rate has been
modified by Central Bank in order to support economic policies, and to support the needs of
national economy (While European Central Bank does the opposite). The decreasing of interest
rate of 1% is not alarming, since the great stock of gold and foreign currencies to counter
balance, any possible economic treat or financial speculation. 16

16

http://cdn.tradingeconomics.com/embed/?s=chlr12m&v=201603131808n&forecast=2&d1=20080313&d2=201
60313&type=type=line&h=600&w=900
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Public Debt is growing, as we can see but, it accounts less than 45% of the GDP, speaking of
which is nothing compared to the “Developed Economies” where the ratio between public debt
and GDP overcome the 100% making the economy more indebted than its real wealth.17

17

http://cdn.tradingeconomics.com/embed/?s=chndebt2gdp&v=201603131808n&forecast=2&d1=20080313&d2
=20160313&type=type=line&h=600&w=900
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The decrease of industrial production can be understood, analyzing two aspects. The first is that
with the effect of the World Economic Crisis still enduring in national economies, mostly in
the West it is obvious that China has less to produce to be exported, on the other hand, since
standard of life are growing, and the third sector is expanding itself, reaching the 40% of the
whole labor force.

18

18

http://cdn.tradingeconomics.com/embed/?s=chvaioy&v=201603131833n&forecast=2&d1=20080313&d2=201
60313&type=type=line&h=600&w=900
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Chinese unemployment rate is really low, and fortunately is something that does not bother
economy. Compared to Western Economies or to other Developing or Non-Developed
economies, it is an important result for the people of China first.19

19

http://cdn.tradingeconomics.com/embed/?s=cnuerate&v=201602111258n&forecast=2&d1=20080313&d2=20
160313&type=type=line&h=600&w=900
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This is the most important financial center and stock market of China, Hong Kong. Hong Kong
is preceded only from London and New York, being the “diamond” of China. Even with the
fall of last August, markets maintain a long term positive trend, taking away all possible fears
and doubts about it. Hong Kong maintained an “Economic Sovereignty” from the rest of China
being the freest economy in the world. 20 21

20

http://cdn.tradingeconomics.com/embed/?s=hsi&v=201603110820n&forecast=2&d1=20080313&d2=2016031
3&type=type=line&h=600&w=900
21
http://www.heritage.org/index/country/hongkong#
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FDI in the Hong Kong region remains the highest for all East-Asia, a sign of the service based
economy. Without ignoring the international metropolis status of Hong Kong, its success
depends from being always more interdependent from the rest of China being its brilliant
economic (and not only) region. 22

22

http://cdn.tradingeconomics.com/embed/?s=hongkongfordirinv&v=201602111234n&forecast=2&d1=2008031
3&d2=20160313&type=type=line&h=600&w=900
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After having analyzed all those graphics and indicators about Chinese economy we can simply
say that despite the financial crisis, it’s economy it has still power according to the concept of
“New Normal”.23

24

In 2008, for contrasting World Crisis, Chinese government decided to

support the construction sectors and real estate became the dominant sector of China for its own
internal economy, unfortunately what was called “the financial bubble” around of it and the
absence of possible buyers for all estates made the markets trembled and Yuan has to be
devaluated in order to support the economy. The New Normal is the passage from a more export
oriented economy to a more internally oriented economy, growth has no more two digits, on
the other hands China is really far from crashing. We can understand that, the simple equation
Capital and Work force is good for developing economies, while next stage is given from
technological development, in which China is already at an advanced stage. Still is Europe the
exporter of technological machinery to China, but this tendency is going to reverse in a future.
Another element of China is the bigger middle-class in the world, and the fact that Western
regions are still rural and not urbanized and industrialized. It becomes clear that Chinese
potential is not going to end soon, while economy switched to a more sustainable phase of
development. As I said before, Services, play and are going to play always a major role in
Chinese Economy becoming always more similar to developed economies, and in 2047, when
Hong Kong’s autonomy expires, “Mainland China” will be at the same level of Hong Kong.
Another two aspects that look as political issues, but in the reality they then reflect on
Economics are Anti-Corruption campaign promoted by president Xi Jinping, and the change
over child policy. Anti-Corruption campaign is going to give results only in the long term, with
China economizing resources, that will become a more efficient output. The other issue the
shifting from one child policy to two child policy, since January 2016, because of aging of
Chinese populations and low birth rate will affect in future the job market, and the Public Heath
Service. Next issue I would like to analyze about Chinese economy, before moving forward is
about Energetic resources and China. China since its reforms in 1978 has fueled its economy
with coal, since its great internal reserve that accounts today still the 70% of Chinese energetic
need is satisfied with Carbon, that is very polluting bringing ecological issues concerning not
only China but also the rest of the World. 25 26 27

23

https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/china/2015‐04‐20/embracing‐chinas‐new‐normal
http://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/02/can‐the‐world‐adjust‐to‐china‐s‐new‐normal
25
http://fortune.com/2016/01/20/investors‐chinas‐new‐normal/
26
http://www.chinausfocus.com/finance‐economy/chinas‐new‐normal‐an‐indispensable‐locomotive‐of‐global‐
growth/
27
http://english.cntv.cn/2016/03/13/ARTI8CUkCtGSFXnlKlKwTdn9160313.shtml
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http://blogs.wsj.com/chinarealtime/2016/01/25/the‐drivers‐of‐growth‐in‐chinas‐new‐normal/
http://business.financialpost.com/fp‐comment/chinas‐new‐normal‐is‐still‐astonishing
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https://www.chathamhouse.org/publication/navigating‐new‐normal‐china‐and‐global‐resource‐governance
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From the previous maps, we can see how the Middle East is the primary region for Chinese
energetic needs, and we have to consider that the 70% of Coal is internally extracted and
produced, meaning that if China would switch total to Oil and Gas, could put at risk World’s
reserves. Despite the “New Normal” economic growth, resource consumption will continue to
rise, so building infrastructures that could connect China with Oil and Gas exporters is one top
priorities, as it is research itself and also buy from other more developed countries technologies
that could optimize the use of energy, in order not to waste it. It is obvious that the energetic
agenda of China pass through, the New Silk Road project. The instability of the Middle East,
and the problematic of terrorism, are obstacles to realization of the Chinese integration project,
that I will analyze later, in Chapter 4.

Security in the Asian Pacific Region

Another issue which is usually covered by the news, articles, scientific publications in these
days is security concerning the Asian Pacific Region, as I stated in the end of the last chapter,
in these thesis I am analyzing many factors from which depends (or at least I believe that) the
success or not of the Silk Road project. I know that from every of these paragraphs I could start
writing a different dissertation, but I will try to cover them, not for deeply research them, but
to for using them as instruments in the analysis of the “New Silk Road” project that is the main
them of these master’s thesis. After this clarification, I would proceed describing the security
issue in the Asian Pacific Region.
Since Chinese’s economic growth, Chinese presence in the region became a real treat to the
United States. Relations between China and US were always at a low level, since US supported
Kuomintang during civil war, and after the birth of People’s Republic, US continued to
recognize Taipei as China, moreover, US were and are the reason why Taiwan is still detached
from China, since the “strong” presence of foreign (American) troops, that could bring us
simply to say that Taiwan is an occupied territory of China by the United States. In addition to
the Taiwan’s element, US and Russia (or USSR) divided the Korean Peninsula, and Japan, like
Germany and Italy, became at 100% a colony of the United States (since these countries lost
WWII), integrating itself with the Western World, depriving itself of a sovereign army and
ideologically westernizing itself. I will try to analyze shortly these issues one-by-one.
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China-Japan-US: China overcame Japan economy (already in crisis) and if growth does not
stop is going in a decade to overcame also US economy, becoming first world economy. Japan
continues to be the first ally of the US and part of the “western world” in the Far East, joining
in everything US want of not want. For example, Japan did not join to AIIB, the Chinese led
bank that attracted investments from all over the Eurasian continent and beyond (like Brazil
and South Africa). Japan has not an army, since it is under American protection, tying the future
of the country to the US and not its neighbors, controlling most of Japanese politics. Currently
Japan has a territorial issue with Chinese (claimed) islands “Diaoyu” that are controlled by
Japan since 1895 during Japanese imperial expansion, Japan was allowed to maintain these
islands after peace treaty, instead China is claiming its own islands. These islands were not
handed back to China, because of the Kuomintang China was represented as country that won
the war and not the People’s Republic founded only in 1949. 31 32
China-Korea-US: With the division of the Korean Peninsula after WWII, South Korea became
part of the “Western World” while the Northern part remained tied to the old imperial Korea,
maintaining its Asian traditions. China participated in the war of Korea and found itself at war
with the US. Today the situation is less dangerous but still an open issue about reunification of
the Korean Peninsula. The Southern state has proved not to be a colony like Japan, but still is
strongly tied to the West and pro-Western policy is at the top of the leading Korean party
“Saenuri”. South Korea become a member of AIIB and is interested in friendly relations with
China, despite Chinese support for the Northern State. North (or Socialist) Korea, is a unique
state in the world, joining a socialist system with tradition Korean elements. Being openly antiAmerican and anti-Western, made the life and survival of this country really difficult, always
depicted by Western media like a monster, a rogue state or even worse. What concerns in the
region about North Korea is the nuclear program, that is not pleasing the West and its allies in
the region, off-course North Korea has the right to develop its own defense, not to be dependent
from others. The two Korean governments do not recognize each other, and they are hostile,
people of Korea and also the Northern state, by the way, support Korean unification, since the
division is heritage of Cold War and should not exist today. China officially (together with
Russia) is a supporter of the North Korea (and its shares borders with) helped North Korea
during Korean War but today is a stabilizing factor, trying to stop open hostilities. Both China
and Russia today do not follow and ideological view on the Korean issue as it could have been
31

http://sinosphere.blogs.nytimes.com/2015/01/01/china‐japan‐dispute‐over‐islands‐spreads‐to‐
cyberspace/?_r=0
32
http://www.diaoyudao.org.cn/ru/index.htm
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50 or 60 years ago, they choose a more pragmatic approach, having relations with both states
enjoying good economic relations from the Westernized Southern state. Dealing with recent
issues, the 6th of January 2016, North Korea performed a nuclear exercise, by successfully
detonating a hydrogen bomb 33 34. The worst answer that could have been taken was making a
unified exercise of US and South-Korean troops.

35 36

US has showed not be able to mediate

between different actors, and an escalation of the conflict would endanger the region, and only
after the US. North Korea has to show to be strong as it’s a state isolated from the rest of the
World because does not accept “Contemporary World Order” and at the same time being AntiAmerican, and a small state creates a cage where the Northern State is confined by the
International community. Solving the Korean problem, can be done only accepting and
welcoming the Northern State as a full member of the international community and not as a
rogue state to be demonized. If NK does not feel threated any more peaceful talks can be done
on every issue with the respect of the NK politics and without any intromission in it. Tensions
in the Korean peninsula affects not only Koreans but the two big neighboring state, Russia and
China. US presence in the Korean peninsula like in Japan is not going to help, and the situation
everyday could get worse.
China-Taiwan-US: The region of Taiwan has been divided from China in the moment Chang
Kai Shek, leader of the Kuomintang lost the civil war and fled to Taiwan claiming to represent
the whole China, while the People’s Republic in Beijing was controlling nearly the majority of
Chinese territory making it the real China, unfortunately US military, economic and political
support to the Taiwan’s government led to non-recognize the People’s Republic from many
countries of the World, at that time, and the issue is still open nowadays. In November 2015,
for the first time since 1945, the two “China” met in Singapore 37 (that could be considered a
third China for the majoritarian Chinese component). In these meeting the two leaders discussed
about peaceful cooperation, and openly renounce to set the issue with the use of force. This
meeting was an historical point in the process of “peaceful reconciliation” that Taiwan’s former
president Ma Ying-Jeou chose. Unfortunately, when the meeting happened he was near the end
of its term and the actual leader of Taiwan (since January 2016) is a member of the Democratic
Party, that is a “step-back” in the unification. Most of all she represents the younger generations,
33

https://www.rt.com/news/328038‐north‐korea‐earthquake‐nuclear/
https://www.rt.com/usa/335875‐sanctions‐north‐korea‐tests/
35
http://www.businessinsider.com/us‐south‐korean‐military‐exercise‐photos‐2016‐3
36
http://www.reuters.com/article/us‐southkorea‐usa‐northkorea‐idUSKCN0W906W
37
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/11/08/world/asia/presidents‐china‐taiwan‐meet‐shake‐hands‐
singapore.html?_r=0
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that have lost any contact with China, and consider itself Taiwanese and not Chinese, meaning
that they consider Taiwan and China two separate identities, that is totally in contradiction with
Kuomintang’s ideology. If she (the president) will maintain its popularity, (and its party also)
is it possible that the situation will develop totally differently from the last nearly 70 years. If
Taiwan renounces claiming to be China, and will declare itself an independent country then
simply, most of World’s countries will recognize it as independent state, while today is still
claiming to be China, for that reason most of the world does not recognize Taiwan as China. At
first is going to be recognized from the Western World, but this could lead to a possible crisis
with China. People’s Republic considers Taiwan one of its region, and since Deng Xiaoping’s
policy “One Country, Two Systems” offered a way to Taipei to fully reunite, and from Taiwan’s
side instead the claim to be part of China and Kuomintang itself were the reasons why Taiwan
was linked to China; so without Kuomintang ruling anymore, and renouncing from from claims,
it is obvious that will lead to a political separation from China, that from Beijing’s point of view
could be seen as an act of secession from one of its region and could bring to a military
escalation, considering also the fact that in Taiwan there are still US troops. As we saw, with
the Dayouyu Islands, China is not going to give up to its territories in the maritime region, even
if are only claimed territory, and if China was ready to fight Japan for inhabited islands, we can
imagine how China is going to answer for the possibility of Taiwan departing endlessly from
China.
South China Sea: Another current issue, that could directly be affecting the Silk Road Project
are the current disputes in South China Sea.

38 39 40 41

The main problem is the absence of a

regulatory treaty, since China since 1945 claimed mostly the whole area, while the other South
East Asia (now all members of ASEAN) states were colonies. China is the main actor in the
region, for territorial extension, economy and population so it gives, to China like a sit in the
first row for sea claims, of course US are opposing to China in every way they can and
supporting all the regional countries that are willing to stand against China, boosting tension
and hate in the region, decreasing security, and making it a possible “War Conflict”.

38

http://www.chinausfocus.com/foreign‐policy/china‐u‐s‐relations‐cooperation‐or‐confrontation/
http://www.chinausfocus.com/peace‐security/implications‐of‐us‐carrier‐strike‐group‐deployment‐in‐south‐
china‐sea/
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http://www.chinausfocus.com/foreign‐policy/china‐us‐relations‐and‐the‐may‐2016‐philippine‐elections/
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PCgwjxe11yc
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As we can see from the maps, interests in the South China Sea, are mostly economic, since the
energetic resources, or about fishing rights (for China most of all), and off course the presence
of American army in the region is not helping, since US supported their former colony, the
Philippines, and their former adversary, Vietnam. From Vietnam point of view, is about energy,
since China started drilling oil in an area claimed also by Vietnam stealing its resources but the
same area is in the “9-dash” area, claimed since 1945 by China. Also the Philippines are
strongly pro-American and this has made their relations with Beijing really tens, China for
answering to the militarization of the region by United States and support to all regional actors
acting against People’s Republic, has bought the defense S-400 from Russia

45

. The other

instruments that China could use to succeed in the dispute, are economic, since all countries in
the region joined AIIB, and will be invested by the Silk Road project, but it must be prevented
any possible escalation of tensions in the region. China has started “building” islands from the
already present reefs with extraordinary results in less than two years 46. In his speech at UN,
last September

47

Barack Obama, spoke in support of the freedom of navigation in the South

China Sea as in every Sea, according to international law. United States know about Chinese
claims, and most of all not all only ignore them, but they repeatedly send War Ships in the
South China Sea, as a symbol of strength to China; so for Mr. Obama is normal to send Was
Ships near Chinese territory while their country is on the other side of the ocean, and most of
all is China sending its (war) ships on the coast of California or through the Panama Channel?
All cases of accident involving Chinese, concerns fishers, and in many cases only if they are at
risk they get military support, otherwise China is not even patrolling the South China Sea with
War Ships. So how can United States claim in front of the world the right to patrol with War
Ships all the Oceans and Seas of the World? Without taking in consideration American
provocations to China, the most dangerous case is the possible start of a conflict by regional
states involved in the dispute, believing to be supported by the “big brother” and in the end
loosing, and ruining their own interests with their big neighbor as it is China. 48 49
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The New Silk Road and the Confucian view of International Relations
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The New Silk Road was proposed by Chinese president Xi Jinping, already in late 2013, as a
way to united East and West. The Silk Road was trade route between Europe and China
(connecting the East and West, and has been for centuries the only way of communication and
meeting of Eastern and Western civilization). Why is it China trying to restore it? The answer
is very simple and we can find in Confucianism, researching the equilibrium, the peaceful
meeting of many civilizations could bring to a constructive dialogue, a common enrichment
trough trade and economic links, and a new type of international relations system, different
from the actual Western centered. If we want to analyze the reason for this project from a more
realistic point of view and less idealistic, we could simply say that China is trying to expand its
influence outside the Asian Pacific Region now that has affirmed itself as a World Power. China
has been always an economic focused country, not interested in making war if not for its really
own interests, concerning its territory or the nearer regions. The People’s Republic strongly
believes in the New Silk Road Project, to support Chinese economic development, bringing
technologies from the West, but also connecting with the rest of the Eurasian continent, creating
stronger economic ties. This project would allow also to China, to influence politics and
economics in the Eurasian continent, its presence would increase interdependence in the region
taking out American influence that should face not an easy situation that could find itself
isolated. The aggressive behavior of USA both in the World than in the Asian Pacific Region
is given from China growing influence that is an open treat to US’s one. It is not a case that
United States are proposing TTIP for Europe and Trans-Pacific Partnerships to Asian countries,
for connecting the two ocean regions to the North America. As I showed before, American
military presence is a danger and a factor of constant destabilization, from that we can simply
say that China wants to expand its influence trough trade, economics, technological
development etc., while the US prefer a militarization of the globe and the creation of many
regional conflicts. Even if there is not an open military hostility at the moment between US and
China there is an economic or better financial war ongoing, that trough financial speculations
aims to weak Chinese Economy. The major step taken from China, until now that soon will
have implications is the creation of the Chinese-led bank AIIB (Asian Investments and
Infrastructure Bank) considered a “Multilateral Development Bank” 50. To this bank joined the
big four European economies (UK, France, Germany and Italy), Asian-Pacific US partners like
Australia or South Korea and the three key players are (in order of importance as quotes) China,
India and Russia, all the rest of the members has a vote power under 5%. Japan and United
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States did not join the bank, and it is obvious since both countries have unfriendly relations
with China. The bank started to work in the beginning of 2016 with financing projects up to 1
USD billion.

51 52

AIIB is totally part of the new “One Road, One Belt” project that and is

instrument will be used for building the needed infrastructures, and investments over the
Eurasian Region. United States not only have been skeptical but also did not consider this
project as valuable, or maybe just look as an “enemy” project, but most of all 16 European
Countries joined, while nothing happened at the EU level. In many economic organizations like
WTO and others, there is the presence of the EU. We could simply suppose, that for many
reasons it is creating a two tracks politics in Europe, one under the EU and the other under the
interests of European states, breaking the stereotype of EU being the representing of Europe.
Many issues, remain open, like this about Europe, or how China and Russia are going to
harmonize the Silk Road Project or simply how Terrorism and the current situation in the
Middle East could influence the project. I will try to look to all these issues in the following
chapters while now I would like to conclude saying that for China is vital, since the change of
Chinese society from export oriented to internal oriented, to adopt new economic (and then
political) policies that could support its growth in the changed environment. From Chinese point
of view, and following Chinese pragmatism, this project is mainly about economy and these
economic ties could strength peaceful cooperation following the idea of interdependency,
avoiding conflict in the Eurasian Continent. As I wrote militarization of the Asian Pacific
Region and the current dangerous financial situation are a danger to the project and to its
possible realization, and it is in the interest of the US having the project stopped making
impossible the conditions for its realization. If you look into this direction we should wait the
next US president, but it is already clear that Donald Trump would choose an approach more
based on the US internal politics and problems while all other candidates, at first Hillary Clinton
would propend to continue the World Destabilization in every way possible to them. On the
opposite side, from China point of view, the partnership that is constructing now, would help
healing international conflict in the Eurasian Continent and would support the dialogue maybe
in a better way than the UN (since US presence), and the non US presence in the project is not
a minus, instead it gives more credibility to it. An analogue situation could be considered the
FOCAC (Forum on China and Africa Cooperation), a project started in 2000 to coordinate
Chinese presence in Africa and to support the African continent and not to use it just as a tank
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for natural resources and cheap labor force like the West does. At 2015 FOCAC meeting in
Johannesburg, president R. Mugabe stretched “how China never colonized Africa but today is
doing what European Colonizers would have been supposed to the do, that looks to Africa as a
minor partner not as the same level as China does”.
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In Chinese view of International

Relations, we can see how economic relations have a leading role on politics, and by looking
for prosperity of all nations and a common sustainable development, at the same time, we could
try to reach a global peaceful governance, in which there is no a unique world player at the top
and the rest under it, following the pyramidal structure, I draw in the previous chapter.
Unfortunately, China alone cannot support this kind of ideal system, while many other countries
in the world support the need of a more balanced world in which Western World is not the only
world. The next stage of this thesis aims to analyze other key countries and key factors that
surrounds the possibility of a different IR system by firstly integrating Eurasia.
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A RESURGENT RUSSIA

The “New Cold War”

The relations between Russia and the west of the last 30 years can be divided in three parts, the
first part was the “Age of Entante” that began when Gorbacev became secretary of the
Communist Party in 1985 and with is Glasnost and Perestroika destroyed the country, and his
follower Eltsin concluded what was left of Russia. This period was the one, the West mostly
loved, to see Russia as a defeated country and under Western influence if not control for its
huge amount of resources. The second period the “Age of Cooperation” could be traced to the
first decade of the New Millennium and was characterized from the Vladimir Putin becoming
the political leader of the country, with the resumption of Russia, that became a “regional”
power, trying to recompose its own pieces, from Chechnya to the other Soviet Republics. In
this period most of the Western Propaganda started crying how with Putin, Russia was
becoming again an authoritarian country, if not a dictatorship, spreading the idea that Putin did
not win the elections but became president with frauds, of course this was supported by some
Oligarchs, that were forced to leave Russia. In this decade while Russia was friendly with the
West, always searched for Western Cooperation the West tried in every way to make Russia
look as bad as did not permitted the anglo-american banditry of the previous years. By the way,
without western allegiances regarding Putin about dead journalists, there was cooperation
between the two parts, the relations started within a good climate when in 2001 Putin supported
the so-called War on Terrorism, but the years that followed were characterized by the west
stopping Russia to reconstruct its country or space, creating color-revolutions and intervening
in the so-called frozen conflicts in the Russian/Soviet space obviously against Russia. So the
mutual trust between Russia and the West, with the years was always less, since the concept
was considered or seen differently from the two parts. From Russia point of view was respect
of sovereignty and interests, while for the West was being friendly and Pro-Western. I want to
recall that in 1990, German unification happened only because from Moscow they supported
the idea, in exchange Gorbacev received from Bush Sr., the promise that after integrating
Eastern Germany, NATO would not expand eastwards. Unfortunately, US consider that this
was something it was only spoken about, but never became an official treaty binding the US to
it. Maybe at a legal level, US were right, but at a level of trust they made everything to ruin
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their relations with Russia, since US have no knowledge of sphere of influence, like their British
relatives they believe that their empire has no limits and they are ready to enlarge it at every
cost. NATO expansion not only targeted all the countries of the former Socialist World, but
also Soviet Republics, that instead in the Russian idea is its own space, its own territory; by the
way US did not care about that and continued trying to achieve their objective, surrounding
Russia for containing it. The third period of contemporary relations between Russia and the
West could be traced from the Arab Springs until nowadays, and we can call it the “New Cold
War”. What characterize this period is the open conflict, between Russia and West, is not an
open-warfare but it is conflict ongoing for many reasons that I will try to explain. Russia and
other non-Western aligned countries were from the beginning of the Arab Springs skeptical
about that, most of all for the presence of Islamism, that would not lead to a better Middle-East,
the turning point was the conflict in Libya where the West used “their” human-rights issues in
order to overthrown Gaddafi and put “their” government. I will in the next chapter speak about
the conflict, but I just want to underline the fact that the conflict was created by the West for
economic interests, mainly of British and French elites, but for US Gaddafi was still a nonfriendly government, for the socialist orientation and for its role in the African Union where
Gaddafi was supporting the independence and development of the whole continent from the
West and its multinational corporation. Gaddafi was a “bad” example for African countries
according to Western Standards since advocate the emancipation of Africa and we know that
all those who tried to emancipate “black” people in Africa and outside of it, did not ended well,
from Patrice Lumumba, to Thomas Sankara, from Malcom X to Robert Mugabe (still alive, but
isolated from the West). The miserable end of Muammar Gaddafi and of Libya showed how
from a developed country, the West created chaos, death and destruction. Libya joined the list
of countries destroyed by the West, but was the last case in which no-one did anything to stop
this neo-colonialism (was it just a case that in 2011, Libya was invaded like a century before in
1911 when Italy conquered it from the Ottoman Empire?). Russia and China posed a veto on
any possible intervention in Syria, after seeing what happened in Libya and understanding that
was no revolution or spring just the way the West decided to change a government they did not
like, without caring about the so called “collateral damage”, that means all people that die in
the process. If yesterday Libya, today Syria, who is going to be next? Russia and China knew
that it would not end, and all non-Western aligned countries were at risk, so it was either engage
the battle either succumb to it. Syria became the red line between Russia and the West, or
between East and West. Analyzing deeply this period, we need to understand what happened
between Russia and the West, and this explain how China (as I wrote in the previous chapter),
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Russia and Iran (of which I will write in the next chapter) are using an Eurasian integration,
mainly through the New Silk Road project to counterbalance United States and the West in the
Eurasian continent. The conflict started in March 2011 and until summer 2013 when Russia
negotiated the dismantlement of the Syrian chemical arsenal to stop western claims that Assad
was using chemical weapon on the opposition, this period was characterize also by the West
considering the war between Assad and the opposition, there was no mention (in the Western
Point of view) to any kind of Islamism, or to the foreign fighters that were instead fighting in
Syria, entering trough the Turkish-Syrian border and having their center in Aleppo. During this
period in Russia in December 2011 were made elections for the Duma, and since according to
Russian liberal opposition (that did not get access to the parliament) during elections happened
frauds. After that started a period that lasted until next April when presidential elections were
made and again the 64% of Putin was not satisfying the liberal opposition like Navalny or
Jabloko or Khodorkhovski, as it was not satisfying the West. The level of possible frauds was
calculated to 5% and the western candidate “Prokhorov” was not going to make it, because the
second candidate was Gennady Zjuganov. One lesson the West never learned about Russian
internal politics is that their liberal politics is not going to find ground in Russia, and on the
other hand, for the West, Putin is the less worst, since majority of Russian (non-liberal)
politicians would be harder with the West than Vladimir Vladimirovich. Mass Media1 in the
West were making propaganda about Russian protest showing images of protests in Greece like
the use images of protests in Monarchies of the Persian Gulf saying that they were happening
in Syria2 3. The contrast between Russia and West over Syria, seems not to jeopardize the
relations between them, but when Russia convinced Assad to give up to chemical arsenal, there
was not anything to make propaganda with, and Russia stopped the possible NATO
intervention, supported by US, UK and France mainly. At this point, Assad army was weaker
on the one hand, on the other the West could find anything to make propaganda with; like
Obama and others allegedly repeated of Assad using barrels bombs on civilians4, and tomorrow
is going to be something else. The West not happy with the support of Russian liberals
supported groups like Femen, Pussy Riot or Greenpeace (against Gazprom in the Arctic) (all
these three groups were openly supported by Hillary Clinton, secretary of state until 2013). The
issue of the law against LGBT propaganda to minors, has been also instrumentalized to make
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anti-Russian propaganda, but the main point, that “strangely” happened after that the War in
Syria was avoided, was the so-called “Euromaidan” in Ukraine. Ukraine since its
“independence” was never an independent country, was bad governed, and life conditions were
really bad, so it was easy for many Ukrainians to believe that a possible entrance in EuroAtlantic organization like EU or NATO could bring new possibilities to the country. It is clear
that the divide between Eastern and Western Europe remained even after EU enlargements,
these countries are still poorer, and it is really unknown if one day they will reach the level of
Western European countries, or they will continue to live of subsidies and charity. Russia on
the other hand, has promoted its own integration among CIS members called Eurasian
Economic Union, that was alternative to the European Union. I strongly doubt that Eurasian
Economic Union will work like EU, and the only way for Russia to reconstruct its space is by
taking Soviet Republics inside of it, not by creating unions, since majority of these countries
are dependent from Russia, while a Union is based on the concept of mutual needs and mutual
agreements. When Ukraine president at that time (November 2013) decided not to sign EU
association agreement, for discount on Russian Gas and rescheduling the debt of 40 billions of
USD towards Russia, the protest was similar to the one in Syria, and in many other countries,
where US left their mark, for not mistaking, in Maidan’s square together with opposition there
was the American senator John McCain that strongly supported the movement5 as Hillary
Clinton did. I have strongly doubt that their presence was just for pleasure, while openly George
Soros, today is admitting of having financed the rebellion like it did nearly a decade before (the
so called Orange Revolution)6 7 8 9 10. The outcome of this rebellion was the overthrown of the
president (elected in 2010) Janukovich, and a new “government” led by Arsenij Jatsenuk. This
new government, not only was totally pro-Western, and anti-Russian, but wanted a violent clash
with Moscow, starting from forbidding the use of Russian language like it happened with the
Orange revolution, and marking as Pro-Russian terrorists all that were against it. While the
rebels in Syria were freedom fighter as the Maidanists were before the coup d’etat, after they
got power, all the opposition to the new Junta was classified as terrorists by the West, using
even foreign mercenaries to fight them as they sent against Assad. On the Warfare level, now
Russia has two deal with two regional conflict and one of them was on its borders. The West
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considered also illegal the Crimean referendum, since according to the West is legal only what
the West likes. Independently from how do we consider the Crimean referendum, that, has
saved Crimea from a civil war like happened in “Donbass”, none of these regions ever asked in
the 20 years before to become part of Russia, in the case of Crimea it was autonomy while the
rest of the country was unitary, so if the government not only was not representing them but
also was posing a threat to their lives, EU or US or UN cannot say what is legal or what is not.
The EU also did not recognize the Ukrainian conflict as civil war in a way that people could
escape only to Russia creating a humanitarian issue totally ignored from the West that was
worried to count the loss of the Ukrainian army. After nearly 2 years and a half we saw the
failure of Euromaidan11, the country is in a condition worse than before, and like in Syria or
Libya or Jugoslavia or Iraq or Afghanistan or Somalia is divided even socially making it really
difficult to imagine a peace process between the parts even without external interference.
Connected to the Ukrainian issue the West started to take several measure against Russia,
aiming to damaging Russia and to make Russian power to take a step back over the situation in
Ukraine (and unofficially over Syria), but since exit poll has proven that Russians supported
decisions taken by the government and the president, it came out that “crashing” Russian
economy is the penalty Russia has to pay for having stopped the West in their neo-colonialist
and imperialist actions. Strangely, while everyone was watching the situation in Ukraine, in
northern Iraq magically appeared ISIS, and extended to Syria, to Afghanistan, to Libya, to
Somalia, and to muslim regions even in Europe where the West supported Islamism against
local governments not satisfying Western interests but about that I will treat in the next chapter.
In NATO summit in Wales in 2014, not only Russia was not invited, since NATO stop
partnership with Russia, but in addition also from the G8 Russia was dropped out. In 2014,
USA decided to lead a coalition against Islamic State by conducting operations in Iraq, these
operations have not reached any real result, and today ISIS still control northern Iraq and most
of all, its oil and refineries that then through Turkey are smuggled outside. The Great EasternWestern Divide showed up also in the Kurdish question, where while in Iraq Kurds are official
partners of the West, from whom receive weapons, (that sometimes for mistake fell under ISIS
hand), in Turkey they are repressed and in Syria they are ignored and not invited to Geneva
talks, Kurds in Iraq seem to have retaliate their own space, and it is recognized by the West, by
Turkey and by Islamists while in Syria Kurds are shelled by Turkey artillery, killed with gas by
Islamists and ignored by the West, is not a case that Syrian Kurds open a “diplomatic” stable
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in Moscow, and Russia is supporting in Syria Kurds against Islamists. Looking to the Syrian
Conflict we can look to the relations between Russia and the West and as I already spoke about
we can divide in three parts this New Cold War. The first began in 2011 with Western Support
to Arab Springs, Libya neo-colonial intervention and civil war in Syria, until the summer of
2013 when Syria gave up the chemical arsenal. This period was characterized by mutual
(between Russia and the West) lack of trust and provocations, followed by a second period from
summer 2013 to summer 2015, characterized by the Ukrainian crisis, the impossibility of the
West to wage war against Syria and to the ISIS question. The third period started from
September 2015, when V. Putin started the military campaign in Syria, mainly with air strikes,
with the on-land coordination of Syrian Army, Hezbollah, Iran and other Shia-mainly militias.
The speech of Putin at UN assembly for UN 70th birthday, marked totally the Divide between
East and West, where Russia does not fear anymore to indicate who is doing what, and there is
an open opposition of the two sides, just a few months ago, Putin indicated NATO as “the
enemy”12 something that he would have never said 15 years before, even if NATO was still the
same. The main point of Russia, that is contrasting with the West and United States most of all,
is the fact that Putin said at the UN: “You don’t have to like systems different from yours, but
you have to respect them”13. These words are totally against US and Western idea of
international relations where Western system is the best and must be promoted, those who do
not adopt it, they have to be marked as the “wrong ones”, those who need to be corrected. If we
look to the Cold War we can see this ideal was applied in the “competition” against the
Socialist’s one, but after 1989, why should be still this kind of mentality. I strongly believe that
the West never give up to the post 1945 principles, and despite in 1989 the competition ended
since Soviet Union retired, there was the attempt to create a unipolar system, with the West, but
this ideal as I wrote before crashed with 2008 crisis that was created from the same West that
thinks to have the right to lecture the rest of the World. It needs to be underlined how even after
1989, the West, with the desire to shape the World, lost control of it, from Financial institutions
to Islamists formations, at this point comes out Russia that oppose to this Chaos, to the unipolar
system, and to the ideological cage of totalitarian liberalism that spread after 1989 thanks to
Karl Popper and to the idea of Clash of Civilizations (Samuel Huntington). Russia as the New
Silk Road project strongly reject the idea of clash of Civilizations instead they promote order,
and friendship against Western chaos, wars and poverty. This is why Russia entered in war in
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support of Syria, side by side, marking the third period and contemporary one in this New Cold
War, where Russia entered without fearing to lose any kind relation with the West, since from
four years until then every attempt of pacification was sabotaged by the West and their motto
“Assad must go”. So looking at the Syrian conflict we can see how Syria became (unfortunately
from Syrians) the playground for the conflict East against West, and Russia was the first actor
in it. What is going to happen in the future we do not know, one thing is for sure, today there is
no room for negotiations, or compromised, unless there will be a real sign from Western side
to real cooperation as equal, not as feudalism, considering the interests of all part, and trying to
find a solution at least appreciated from the majority.

Economic Problems of Capitalism in Russia

14

Since 2014, and the issues related to Euromaidan, it is used in Russia the term crisis, as for the
economic war started from the West against Russia. Here it must be understood how much of
these critical conditions are endogenous and how much instead exogenous. Sanctions applied
from West to Russia are damaging Russian Economics, but they did not work as the West
14
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hoped, believing that because of the regime of sanctions, Russians would have rose up against
“the Power” that according to the West was not totally legitimate, since they did not totally
recognize 2011 and 2012 elections. But since the reaction of Russians instead of being “antiPutin” as the West hoped, became “anti-Western”. When Putin’s popularity reached 88%

15

most of Western Leaders instead were reaching 15% 16, so understood that it is not about Putin,
sanctions failed the idea of changing Russian politics as they failed the idea of changing Russian
political class. Sanctions targeted Russian banks at the financial level, some Russians
considered by the West to deserve sanctions, and most of all stopped the flowing of investments
and the selling of technologies. In addition to sanction the West used to other instruments that
jointly to sanctions are crashing Russian economy. One of this are financial speculations (used
also against China and against the Euro). World Criminal Financiers like George Soros openly
admit their support to coup d’état and terrorism, because financial speculation is an act of
terrorism17, moreover thanks to the Oil ISIS is selling in the black market18 19, and the agreement
between Monarchies of the Gulf and United States, the price of oil fell that is what is really
damaging the most Russia. Russia cannot increase production, should need more technology
and mostly cannot obtain resources from the Arctic since it has no such technologies and the
West is not eager to share, during this regime of sanctions, its own technologies. We have to
understand how much these exogenous elements are influencing the crisis and how much
instead it depends from structural problems in internal Russian economy. What characterize my
view of contemporary Russian Economy is the lack of innovation and of technologies that will
bring Russia its place among the Important Developing economy. For how much is important,
also about common memory and historical position, I believe that after 70 years, the strong
remembering of the victory over Germany in WWII should be stopped, considered less
important, by the years and instead focus on the reasons that brought in 1989 to loose, its World
Competition, and the heritage of that loss that unfortunately is more affecting today’s Russia.
Russia inherited at an economic level all the worst part of the socialist economy that by the way
after
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We can see for example how the division of labor is wrong, based on quantity and not quality.
It is preferred to hire to major number of people, even with low wages, then to qualify the jobs,
give higher wages and employ much less people, like if much of technological progress never
arrived and many people are still doing jobs that could be done either by machines either in a
more efficient way. This is, one of the main issue in Russian economy about modernization of
economy, and the overcome of its non-efficiency. Infrastructures are lacking and should be
preferred spend money on modernization of infrastructures starting from roads that in many
parts of the country are in a critical condition instead of spending for mega-projects while much
of the country needs ремонт (repairs and renovation). The economic war is damaging Russia,
but what is called “crisis” is the effect of inefficient economic measures, that were not really
considered a problem since Oil Price was high and there was the common idea that selling
resources and heavy industry like in the last century but today we have the proof that even with
the possible lift of sanctions (that are there for political reasons not economic ones), the
economy is not going to grow or go back to a normal course since there was never a normal
course of it. An economy based on export of resources is typical of colonies, non-sovereign
states, since in Russia after the dismantling of the Soviet Union there was dismantlement of
production, putting Russia even in a worse position respect of before. Without internal
production the country cannot sustain itself, and actually Russia produces weapons, tanks,
airplanes, and luxury sector while for the rest is dependent from the outside, and here the
sanctions are hurting Russian economy. As I wrote before about the inefficient level of
economy in the division of labor, it is also inefficient to sell resources and buy then the refined
and produced goods from Russian resources, while Russia could produce itself what it needs.
One of the main issue at this point are the lack of investments, and the situation about that is
not going to get better until the current economy war will end or at least ease its tone. After the
imposing of sanctions all Westerners investments flow away, and FDI reached level zero.
Russia should try to ease Foreign investments in its territory and direct them to finance the
weakest parts of its own economy, supporting the investments in troubled area that could lead
to a growth of living standards because of new possibilities. Russia has the possibility to show
to foreign investors that even if its political relations with the Western world are at strain, it
does not mean that investing in Russia is not safe, also considering that maybe political elites
of the West are against Russia, but economic elites instead are losing money and possible new
profits, for political decisions that were taken at a political level and do not represent in majority
the sentiment of the people that is itself victim of an anti-Russian propaganda in the West.
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One of the main idea, about promoting foreign investments is for example the possibility to buy
at a discounted price the resources, if a foreign corporation decide to find a new source of any
kind, and to extract raw materials from it, so in this way Russia could exploit even where today
cannot because of lack of financial resources and appropriate technologies, most of all it could
be proposed to have at a really small price, if instead of just extracting raw materials the
company or corporation would decide to refine raw materials and in addition to produce
something, in this way it would create new job places and develop back warded regions of
Russia. For having that, from the one hand there is the need of Russian institutions to create
ties with Economic elites of other countries, and possible investors, that are not bind to politics,
and give a warranty about their investments, it needs a stability of the Ruble that cannot be
devaluated to support economy since foreign would loose part of their investments. Yes, it
needs to give up to some of economic sovereignty but Russia needs to develop itself, and
without input there is no output, and in this case we know how Russia is not able alone to
develop the huge country, because of the lack of investments and technologies, and ends up
selling resources and importing many goods from outside, like clothes, or light industry goods,
that are still missing. In Soviet times, light industry was nearly absent from the market, and
today is totally imported from the outside, this is another sector that could be developed but
needs qualification at an educational level and also investments in this direction. Many sectors
in Russia are not present or they are at a really low level of quality, from car production to IT
and High-tech, Russia cannot rely only on the outside, one of the main weaknesses of Russian
Economy. The issue of Crimea was dealt, very bad, without thinking to possible consequences,
it is certain that if Crimea remained a part of Ukraine like Donbass there would have been a
war, and maybe even clashes between Russian and Ukrainian armies, on the other hand there
was no serious thought to the possible consequence even economic, about that. Even if
sanctions will be lifted, in my opinion some local sanctions about Crimea will remain, and since
the territory is contested at international level, it is really hard to developed it because of the
lack of investments. A good idea, would be to transform Crimea in an autonomous territory, an
off-shore, with its own government not directly depending from the Kremlin, in this way, it
could be better “internationally” accepted its change from Ukraine to Russia, and more over
there would be flows of investments that could develop the region, because as the West has all
the instrument for boycotting Crimea, in order to make suffer the local population that in the
Un-healthy western mentality would be forced to go back under Ukraine. Russia cannot spend
much resources on Crimea, since already the Siberian region and the Extreme Orient region are
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in need of development and investments. Already was planned a Free Economic Zone but I do
not believe is enough for the development of the peninsula.
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Russia needs also a reform about tax regime, there should be less taxes on companies while
people should be taxed in relation to their incomes, it is not possible that someone with a
monthly wage of 40.000 rubles is taxed in the same percent of an oligarch. A more equal system
of taxation should be adopted as I wrote in the previous table my proposal. Lower taxation to
enterprises is a stimulus to growth, and a little more taxes to people based on income, as also
people paying part of their social security tax that is financing pensions and health care. Russia,
moreover, to support ruble, its weak financial system Russia bought a big amount of gold, and
also Foreign currency reserves but not as much as gold. As we saw in the previous graphics,
ruble and oil price are tied to each other in Russia, in addition to the currency war, Russia has
to stabilize the ruble and make it return its value to the one of 2013, because this would help in
two ways: giving strength to internal markets and investors from the one hand, and from the
other by supporting flows of foreign investments. About regulation of the currency, is a theme
about which could be written a thesis just about that, but I strongly believe that a coordinate
approach to the issue, with other countries that more or less friends of Russia (BRICS, SCO
and others) there should be a try to leave the dollar, as it is already happening, and find instead
another way to tie its value with. Less the dollar it is used, less it has power, and the dollar is
one of the reason for the economic and financial supremacy of United States until today. 22 Gold
could be an alternative to the dollar, its value is more stable than energetic resources, and if
countries would print money tied to the quantity of gold they have, all issue about instability
and inflation could be solved. Another issue is the debt, that in Russia is controlled and the
quantity of foreign debt is decreasing in such way that no international financial organization
or other countries could blackmail Russia for its own debt, of course it is rising the ratio between
debt and GDP, in part because of the decreasing of growth, put it is all internal debt and instead
foreign debt is just a little part not posing any threat. One last indicator, that is very positive is
that in today’s world where terrorism is a serious threat (about that I will write in the next
chapter), in Russia terrorism index is decreasing, and it means that the country is very secure,
is a great achievement compare to the previous decades, and it should be shown to other
countries, showing how has Russia dealt with terrorism, and which policies of national security
and counter terrorism were taken, I believe that many countries in the world would need that
help, and related to that it must be said, that Russia has a strong control over migration that is
one of the main reason why terrorism index is decreasing, while many other countries in the
world continue with the open door policy, and then their citizens pay that in many ways.
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Common patterns in Russian Foreign Policy and the New Silk Road Project
Analyzing foreign policy of Russian state trough history, we can find some common patterns,
like the conflict with its western neighbors, like Sweden/Scandinavia or Poland-Lithuania, or
with the southern neighbors like Turkey/Ottomans and Persia, and finally also at East with
Japan and China. How could this New Silk Road project affect Russia and harmonize Russia
and its relations with the neighbors. Since of the big American treat, most of countries not
aligned with the West, strongly supported the New Silk Road Project as a way to counterbalance the US supported plans of integration like the EU, Trans-Atlantic Partnership, TransPacific Partnership, The Arab League, Gulf cooperation Council and others. As it has been
analyzed in a previous chapter the World economic competition between US and China created
the possibility to unite Russia and China, that had difficult relations through history. Processes
in this direction already started in 2001 with the creation of SCO and Russia shifted its interests
towards East and South, mostly after EU and NATO enlargements since its relations with the
West were always more strained. In addition to China, Russia shares good relations with the
Korean Peninsula, Vietnam, and with the ASEAN countries. Russia moreover has good
relations in the Indian Subcontinent even if it is not part of the strategic areas, while a strategic
region for Russia has been the Middle East, since the tsarist expansion towards South in the
XIX century. Russia was interested in the resources, since the Middle East was a rich region
even before the discovery of Oil. The main rift between Russia and the Middle East was Islam,
that until 1917 was badly considered inside the Russian Empire, at such a level that Muslim
population was not considered at all, they had not rights like they were not humans. Thanks to
socialist revolution, religion loosed its importance and all citizens of the Soviet country were
equal independently from which religion, ethnic group or social part of the society they were.
Russia did not anytime think to a “Russian Strategy for Islam”23, and in the Empire they were
not recognized and ignored, in the Soviet times religion was not considered important and in
contemporary Russia even in front of Islamism, no strategy was developed, not only towards
the Middle East but also because Muslim population in Russia, firstly in Kazan that was
incorporated in 1542 inside of Russia, making Islam part of Russia, independently from what
power wanted. The New Silk Road project is going to connect Eastern Asia to Europe through
Middle East, there is a secondary route from Alma-Ata to Moscow and then Berlin, and maybe
in the beginning will be used to support the project since other options through the Middle East
23

While US has developed an American Strategy for Islam it is still unclear Russian strategy about that, it is an
issue that cannot be ignored since the growth of importance of Islam today in World Politics that brings even
non‐muslims to confront to that.
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are unavailable. Russia exited from the Middle East after the failure in Afghanistan in 1989,
but already since 2011 and with strong military presence since 2015 re-entered. Middle East
and Pacific region are the two directions of contemporary Russian Foreign policy. Europe it is
unclear, and this project I do not believe will influence specifically Russian-European relations
but will support Eurasian continental integration. I have strongly doubts about the institutions
in the so-called former soviet space, the only way to real integrate, is to integrate these territories
inside of the Russian Federation, since they were never meant to be independent countries. It is
clear that the New Cold War, and the Russian role in the Syrian conflict shaped Russia image
trough Eurasia, and through the whole globe, as a (returned) World Power, being absent many
years but ready to lead an Anti-Western coalition for the creation of the new Eurasian Order
and a new Multipolar World. One of the main point about Russian conception of International
Relations, that I share was in Vladimir Putin’s words at UN 70th birthday in September 2015,
when he said clearly, that there is no need to appreciate each-other, or each-other’s system, but
there is the need to respect it. These words, represent the fact that sovereignty is something holy
and cannot be overcome by some theories of international relations concerning human rights
for example and democratic standards, one of the main weapons of the West. If these
“instruments” are not enough, there is normally support to pro-Western faction in a determinate
country or simply factions, groups that want to get rid to system in power, and they found in
the West an ally. This anti-Western view of international relations is not supported only from
Russia, but mainly from all non-Western allied countries that found themselves caught in the
meddling of US and their allies. This New Silk Road Project represents the next stage of
Eurasian integration, and Russia plays a leading role even if this project will not specifically
pass through Russian territory, finally the possibility from the new AIIB of investments and
project for the development of Siberia and Dalny Vostok (Far East) that are the regions of
Russia that are less developed and share a big potential no matter the harsher climate.
Concluding this chapter, it must be remarked the idea, that NSK is not just an economic project,
is tied to a political project that even if it was proposed by China would see in support all nonWestern allied country (with all its differences) in the Eurasian Continent and even beyond
because the weakening of the US is positive for the whole Globe. After having analyzed China
and Russia, there is the need to look to the chaos present in the Middle East and that could
implicate the successfully or not realization of the process.
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A REVOLUTIONARY IRAN

A little premise before opening this chapter. The first question that could be asked, why in a
thesis about economy and integration should we be concerned about Islam? The answer is easy,
and it take us just to look the New Silk Road main route that from Urumqi to Istanbul stretches
trough mainly Muslim inhabited areas, and the instability of the region as for terrorism, wars
and generally chaos could be the main reason for non-realization of the project. So I believe
this chapter is the most important of the whole thesis and could open doors for future research
in some topics. So why Iran, well, mainly because Obama described as World treats: a growing
China, a resurgent Russia and a revolutionary Iran.1 China is a world economy; Russia has an
army able to confront the US but why Iran? I will try trough this chapter to clear why Iran is
considered a treat at the level of Russia and China.

2

1

https://www.whitehouse.gov/the‐press‐office/2015/09/28/remarks‐president‐obama‐united‐nations‐
general‐assembly
2
Image with the courtesy of Chatam House
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The Four Revolutions
Analyzing modern and contemporary history, social and economic history, we can find four
turning points (or Revolutions) that changed remarkably or even permanently part of the World
and conditioned the rest.
-

The Industrial Revolution: With the Renaissance, in the XV century starting from Italy
and then during the whole XVI century, expanding trough whole Europe, started the
process of creation of the Modern State that was characterized by three elements. The
first element that started the process was a unified army, that was in contrast with the
precedent mercenary army or feudal army made from many smaller armies of the
various feudatories. This army was loyal to the country, not to the feudatory neither to
whom paid the most in the case of mercenaries, giving a guarantee of security to the
country. Of course, all came with a cost, since it was a permanent army and soldiers
needed to be paid permanently even when they were not at war, so there was to
financially support the army. In order to finance the army, was created a centralized tax
system, that was again against the feudatory system where there were various local taxes
and church taxes, in this way damaged were the local nobility and the church that could
not receive from the population much of what they used to receive. Finally, to manage
the centralized tax system there was the need to create a bureaucratic system that could
manage the collection of taxes and state expenditure, in a few words state budget. As I
wrote, both nobility as the church started to loose their power, is not a case that in this
period happened the protestant reform in the Christian Church, since the Roman church
was more moved from economic and political interests than religious’ one. In addition
to the creation of the modern state in the XVI century, during the XVII century happened
the scientific revolution and the Westphalia System. Scientific revolution with people
like Galilei or Leibniz changed the approach to science that overcame religion (also
because of discovery of the Americas), the Westphalia international system obliterate
the Holy Roman Empire as center of Europe, created the concept of non-intromission
in other countries’ internal affairs and signed the end of the Church as main institution.
The discovery of the carbon engine in England opened the way for Great Britain to
become World Hegemony until 1914, and changed the structure of the society but not
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the superstructure (using a Marxist language), since Feudalism was nearly canceled but
remained in the superstructure.
-

The French Revolution: As I described all the process that brought to the industrial
revolution, I also wrote that changed the structure but not the superstructure, the French
Revolution happened because of the newly capitalist structure was crashing against that
feudal superstructure. For understand the French Revolution, we have to take in
consideration the Enlightenment, in the XVIII century in Europe generally that
influenced mostly all the continent with the exception of European neighbors, Russia
and the Middle East. In Europe, the enlightenment brought to the spread of liberal ideas,
that in part were already present in England (we can simply remember John Locke) but
then expanded to the whole continent with people like Immanuel Kant, Voltaire,
Montesquieu, Rousseau. With the “Declaration of the right of the man and of the
citizen” that had a universalistic value, the liberal thought affirmed itself, in various
stages, but maintained its importance until today. From the one hand, we have the
recognizing of the citizen as the first legitimation for the power of the state, bringing
back the concept of democracy from which even Platoon fought against. The people,
the citizens, became the source of legitimization of the state and of their ruler and not
anymore God. This was one of the first steps for the exclusion of religion from people’s
life, and nearly total secularization of Western Europe. The results of the French
Revolution can be seen in the Western World, today, where everything is allowed, there
is no “state” direction, since religions, ideologies, and cultures faded away, following
the globalization that left only nihilism. Another element of the French Revolution that
is influencing even today, is materialism. Materialism is the most dangerous element,
because influences all dimension of our life, in the moment we believe that there is no,
religious or supernatural dimension in our environment, the conception of life changes,
and we think to our existence during only our material life, we loose everything, we do
not have long term objectives for the future generations or for the planet itself. In simpler
worlds, the contemporary capitalist society is materialist, in which what matters the
most is the appearance, not the truth, the form and not the substance. Materialism
realizes itself with consumerism, liberalism, economic liberalism, and there is the
process of degradation from people to computers, or robots, loosing our humanity in
order to better satisfy the markets, that consider people as labor force, or valuable assets,
like if people were goods. Finally this was the revolution that supported the concept of
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Freedom, but without equality there cannot be any real freedom, that is why this was
not the last revolution.
-

The Russian Revolution: During the XIX century, capitalist system has shown that was
not able to develop equally societies, instead the wealth created was owned by a few,
while the majority continued to be poor. The urbanization of the cities created new
monsters, since people were living in precarious conditions. In 1848, with the massive
protests in Europe and the rise of active anti-capitalist thought of Marx and Engels but
also of others, the structure of the society changed, and those who were “oppressed”
before now they were the oppressors, creating again shortcut, and a possible revolution
that already in 1848 was thought. The Revolution happened because of the War in 1917
in one country that was not industrialized as others and most of all, did not had the
previous type of revolutions. We can consider, the beginning of the “industrial”
revolution in Russia with the abolishment of serfdom in 1861, Tsars supported
industrialization of the Western part of the country, thank then with discovery of Oil
industry in Baku, Russia became first producer of oil. The condition for the Second
Revolution were creating slowly, but manifested themselves firstly in 1905 after the
defeat from Japan, with the creation of the Duma, and with liberal reforms of Rasputin,
then continued with the February Revolution in 1917 and the institution of the Russian
Republic, after the abdication of the Tsar. There was the possibility for the “Second
Revolution” here and the creation of a Republic like happened in France, but the context
was different, the war stopped the industrial development, reversing the process.
Industries and infrastructures were all in the Western part of the Empire were fighting
was ongoing and finally the huge mass of peasants was not interested in trusting a
bourgeoisie raising to power. We can sum up all, simply saying that Marx was not part
of this revolution and considered the revolution possible only after the industrialization
stage. History showed us that in the XX century all countries that experienced socialism
were not the rich or industrialized ones, most of all socialism was considered an
instrument of development in the exit from decolonization, but this never happened in
already developed country. We could take as anomaly, DDR known also as East
Germany, where socialism happened because of the geopolitical divide of Europe, as
happened in the rest of Eastern Europe, that in part supported a left orientation of
politics, on the other hand have found itself without decision since was under “control”.
The main problem with the Third Revolution, and also one of the main reasons for its
failure and end, was the presence of materialism, a product of the Second Revolution.
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Since 1848, the problems were considered in the “structure” level, precisely among
relations between classes, from the one hand this could have been true looking at
Western (industrialized) Europe in XIX century, on the other hand was not a
universalistic concept, because in undeveloped or non-industrialized countries where
socialism took place, the class struggle was not the main element, and that led a
distortion of the system. Another issue, is the fact that already socialism in Russia was
not socialism as Marx, so the problem was of having created a socialist dogma without
a practical reliable element that could be universalistic like capitalism, meaning that
could be applied to everyone did not exist. Finally, Marx used Hegel in order to write
its theories, and Hegel was a Christian European, so Marxism came out from Europe
and Christianism as its approach, obviously could not match for the rest of the world.
Hegel divided every processes in three phases according to its dialectic and so we have
a first phase where men used to be in Eden, a second where they were alienated to Earth
and a third when they will go to Heaven. Marx transposed that in capitalism in the first
phase, then revolution and the second phase Socialism and then Communism as third
phase, comparable to Haven, and idyllic condition where machines are able to do
everything, men do not have to work (since according to Marxism work, is exploitation
of the human kind, and on this point was opposite to Hegel, that saw work as a way to
“form” the man and its role in the society). As Haven according to Christianism is not
possible in our current life, Communism is also impossible and can be taken simply as
perfect condition not reachable in the current world. Here it creates two problems, the
first is about the fact that Christianism as a religion looks to us as people and try to give
us an orientation for our lives, but cannot give an orientation to the country because, the
state is supposed to survive us and to serve the future generations; so if we are Christians
we can believe in Haven after this life, but we cannot believe in Communism because
it will never arrive that day, and the country needs off course to have a direction but also
to be oriented to something possible now or in the future but not in another “dimension”.
The second problem is that to us remains socialism, and is not simply a temporary
condition but it has to our permanent condition, that would bring us more equality, but
in any way would contradict the doctrine. So if the state was based on a doctrine that
was then contradicted by reality, it was obvious that the project would have failed,
because Marxism became like a religion and was quite untouchable. The final element
is materialism, the Third Revolution thought that class struggle was the main issue,
without instead considering that Materialism is today the real danger to contemporary
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World, on the other hand, applying Marxism supported the materialistic dimension of
the life, supported the development that was clashing with traditional element of society
and supported possible civil conflicts in the countries, that were not the European first
world, and where the most thing needed was unity of the population against old and new
colonizers. The fact that Marxism refused to adapt to the society, to integrate itself with
the local environment created the conditions for part of society to distrust this ideology
if not to rise against it. In today’s world while for liberals the Second Revolution is still
considered ongoing, and winner, the Third Revolution is considered an experiment that
failed, Marxism do not exist anymore, wherever there are countries officially using
Marxism in reality they have abandoned it and they are using a more pragmatic approach
trying to contrast the materialistic dimension that instead is one of the main instruments
of the contemporary globalization process.
-

The Islamic Revolution: this is the fourth and still ongoing revolution, a revolution that
supported the socialist instances of the third revolution but rejected the materialist
dimension of the previous two and instead tried to harmonize past present and future,
innovation and tradition, development and culture, politics and religion, state and time.
The Revolution happened as an answer to the Westernization of the country by the Sha,
a process that lasted almost two decades since Mossadeq was removed by the
Americans. The revolution was the way out for Persia for the semi-colonial status and
if from the one hand could be seen as decolonization process, on the on other this
revolution has meant more than just a decolonization process. The Leader of the
Revolution Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini was speaking about the revolution of the
oppressed, and was looking towards a world expansion of the revolution. The
revolution, has changed the relations in the Muslim world as has changed the policy of
the West towards Middle East (of which I will speak in the next paragraph), but how
could had this revolution world impact and why should United States fear this
revolution. The Islamic Revolution opposes the “Western degradation” of society in
economic terms, meaning what is called financial capitalism, predatory capitalism,
turbo capitalism as already the third revolution did, but support the elements of tradition
against the “new” globalized society proposed by the West. The first and main weapon
of the United States is not the atomic missiles, but their ideology, their way of life, that
is something that is acquired by many different populations in the World, because is
universalistic, it converts towards the West but it does not need Westerners, so we have
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the case of Barack Obama, or the new major of London3, that are not looking as the
Western white, but they are a representation of the elites in power, that chooses a
different face, just in a way to show that in their multicultural society there is place for
everyone but in the end nothing is really changing. In Iran, in the Islamic Republic, in
the ideals of this revolution there is the reject of the Western liberal mindset, and instead
the creation of a new mindset that is anti-Western, not for racism, but as a way to
emancipate ourselves from the Western World, the traditional elements that are part of
our culture are always reminded (while Second and Third Revolutions tended to
consider the already present culture, models and history as something that needed to be
changed), and the idea of innovation and development is tied to these two principles:
rejecting the Western liberal mindset and being tied to the culture, tradition, history and
religion. As this happened in Iran, could happens in every country in the World, and
could really change the World attitude towards the West and the US. The simple fact
that US considered China, Russia and Iran the treats is simply because all of these
countries, rejects the Western mindset and are tied to their own history, culture, ecc.. It
does mean that even young generations are not growing with the American Dream,
Hollywood and MTV, but with other forms of inspirations, aspirations, examples, and
so on. Because of the economic crisis, many people in the World, mostly the younger
generations are asking themselves what to do, what really matters in their lives and
which directions to take for their future, some of these are called to fight a war to survive
like in Syria or in other parts of the World, others are oppressed by financial speculations
destroying economies of their countries like in Latin America. Independently from the
fact that the revolution was called Islamic, every population in the World could follow
the Fourth Revolution. I personally lived, saw and I can testify how even thanks to new
technologies that are connecting all the planet together in a few seconds, among young
generations (mainly non-Western, but in some cases also Westerns) a kind of
international solidarity, because everywhere in the World there are oppressed and
oppressors, this solidarity overcame language, religion, the color of the skin, even
previous political ideas. All united against the oppressors, for civilization against
barbarism, and the West in most of case is the author of this barbarism, that has many
forms, from the support to terrorist groups to financial speculations, from multinational
corporations ravaging territories to the IMF, from humanitarian (neocolonial is the real
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http://www.bbc.com/news/uk‐england‐london‐36140479
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term) interventions to Mass-Media propaganda. Obama correctly said, we are ready to
normalize relations with Cuba (the images we saw4 are saying that Cubans are not so
ready) but he also said, that despite the nuclear deal there will be no normalization with
Iran. And off course, there will never be a normalization of relations with Iran because
the “Fourth Revolution” fights against all that United States represent, and United States
will never allow a peaceful coexistence with anyone or anything that share the ideas of
the Fourth Revolution. In the Middle East, the revolution aims to dismantle all of
“Western” or source of Western influence in the region. The Zionist entity for example,
but in the same way the Arab Monarchies, since both were created by the West (By the
British monarchy, precisely). Western military presence as NATO or as single states is
also considered an enemy, and also multination energetic corporations interested in Oil
and Gas. Finally, Iran promotes Islam as a source of inspiration still for young
generations, and while in Europe Christianism is not taken as model, religious men like
Imam Ali or Imam Hussain, that lived more than a millennium ago are part of the
society, as a constant reminder of who should we follow. The Revolution opened a rift,
a conflict between Sunni and Shia, because the Sunni Elites, mostly corrupted and in
good relation with the West, did not want to loose their place, as the West, saw the
Revolution as a possible defeat in the Middle East started to support whatever was
contrasting this Revolution, not for religious reason, but for political and geopolitical
reasons. On the political side, the fight against oppressors that in part was also shared
by the Third Revolution and on the other hand, Geopolitical, because there was the
possibility that an expansion of these revolutionary ideas, could led local people to raise
against Pro-Western Elites, making at risk, for real, the Western presence in the Middle
East and the Economic interests of the Western Elites. The answer was the promotion
of Chaos, in different way either countries fighting each other like the Iraq-Iran war,
either the support to extremist interpretation of Islam.5 The Western answer to the
Fourth Revolution in the Middle East, is what I called “The American Strategy for
Islam”.

4

https://i.guim.co.uk/img/media/4c3639185edcf08637664ae71227b50becc7d820/0_0_3333_2001/master/333
3.jpg?w=620&q=55&auto=format&usm=12&fit=max&s=29731bb258565853238d9f57b54d549f
5
Despite it are often listed the expressions “Radical Islam” or “Extremist Islam”, Islam is a religion, and is one,
the Quran is one. There are then different schools of interpretation of Islam that could take violent (and
ignorant) path like Wahabism or Salafism, that by the way are just interpretations of Islam but they do not
represent Islam itself.
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STRUGGLE

The American Strategy for Islam
After the conference of Camp David in 1978, the issue of the Arab-Jewish conflict was mainly
settled with Egypt first and all the Monarchies of the Arabic Peninsula, bringing partially to an
end the conflict that was shaping Middle Eastern and Western relations. The conflict was not
solved and closed, since still today is an open issue, but what is the most important thing of
Camp David, is the fact that some countries, as I wrote Egypt and the Arab Monarchies stopped
to deal with Israel, in a military way and started approaching it diplomatically. This opened the
door for the cooperation and friendship of these countries with the West. The Levant,
Mesopotamia and Persia never made peace with Israel, and maintained strain relations with the
West, the results are clear today. Camp David happened because of many reasons, but Jimmy
Carter and the US in general took the merit for the peace process; giving the possibility to the
US to become the leading power in Middle Eastern Politics. Since its expansion the British
Empire was the country that mainly was ravaging and colonizing Middle East, but at the end of
WWII, Britain lost definitively its primate in World Politics and off course in the Middle East.
Because of the Cold War, even the Middle East was in that way approached; so US intervened
in Greek civil War in 1947, or in support of Turkey and Iran against the Soviet Union. The two
main conflicts concerning Middle East until 1978 were Arab-Jewish one, and the Anti-Socialist
one, against the Geopolitical Expansion of the Soviet Union, and Baathism was an example of
Socialism, in the Middle East. The fact that the Middle East was the region of Islam was not of
much importance until 1978, because as I wrote, there was no conflict about that. The sign that
something has changed could be seen for example with the Second Oil Shock that happened
also in 1978, and did not succeeded like the first, because already, OPEC, was divided between
the Pro-Western faction and the Anti-Western faction. Camp David agreements and Second Oil
Shock showed already a Middle East divided, but the main issue or main conflict, around which
today is still ongoing the conflict happened also in 1978. Turkey and Israel were “members” of
the Western World, Majority of Arab Countries were also starting to cooperate with the West,
a part of the Middle East that until 1978 was not much involved in conflict was the Persian
Region. In 1978, the Persian region, at a state level was composed by two countries: Iran and
Afghanistan. Iran was the core of the Persian Empire, while Afghanistan was the Eastern part
of Persia, tied to Eastern Persian populations. Both countries, suffered colonialism, were part
of the “Great Game” during the XIX century between England and Russia but they maintained
a state even if deprived of some territories. Afghanistan was a monarchy until 1973 when, the
monarch was substituted by a Republic, while Iran was a monarchy until the Islamic Revolution
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in 1978-79. Until 1978 both countries had a pro-Western approach, but the two revolutions that
occurred changed totally the situation. Afghanistan in April 1978 becoming part of the
“Socialist World” while Iran had a stream of revolts that gave birth to what was called then
Islamic Revolution and brought to power Ruhollah Khomeini and the Islamic Republic. Two
different changes that by the way changed totally the Western approach to the Middle East, and
created what I call “The American Strategy for Islam”. This strategy had some pillars, while
minor things modified itself during time. I can analyze three phases, the first during the Cold
War period from 1978 until 1989, the second in the Post-Cold War Period from 1990 until 2000,
and the actual stage from 2001, with 9/11 as the start of this third phase in which we are still
living.
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Before going on describing, the main issue, I would like to contextualized this strategy, since
in the beginning it was not tough, instead with US military operations delineated itself this
strategy and how US were acting. It must be added, that is nothing new, in the ideas, and it is
simple what US did through all the Cold War most of all in Latin America but not only, the
support to whatever faction could match partially with US interests in the region. As the need
to have a backwarded Latin America and Africa, there was the interest by the US to have also
a friendly and semi-colonial Middle East. Analyzing US war against the Levant (Syria and
Lebanon) in 1982, and against Libya (1986) we understand that US were fighting socialist
oriented countries, in every possible way, and always socialism in the Middle East, (as
everywhere) advocated for the exit from the Colonial Status and to every Post-Colonial status
that happened to many countries after receiving the independence on paper but not in reality.
So these two conflict in the Levan and in Libya cannot be considered part of the “American
Strategy for Islam” (It will be called from now on, the Strategy). The first conflict that saw the
strategy’s birth was in Afghanistan, where United States whit no problems supported
Muhajeddines or Freedom Fighters 6 as they called, that were Islamists, and did not want the
secular socialist oriented government. Starting within the Cold War, and its framework, this
conflict marked the creation of the Strategy, since US with Saudi’s support trough Pakistan,
within Pasthuns population sent terrorists or Islamists into Afghanistan with the objective to
have the Russian Army defeated, since they could not have fought a continuous guerrilla,
supported from the outside, and off course the overthrowning of the Socialist government. To
US did not matter what the next government would have been, since from Muhajeddins it was
difficult arrive to the “Western Standards of Democracy” that the West advocates with
universalism for the rest of he World. It could simply be said, that US did not care for the local
population of Afghanistan, as their objective to make Russian army exit would have been
supported even if these islamists would have killed or enslaved local population. United States
after having Russian Army retiring from Afghanistan, left the country to fall in a civil war
between the same Muhajeddins, and in the end the Islamist group of the Talibans seized the
power in 1996, resting officialy in power for 5 years, with Arab Monarchies recognizing it. CIA
loves the expression “the enemy of my enemy is my friend”, as they do not look in the face of
their possible allies and they are just interested to reach their objectives, even with what is called

6

http://www.thirdworldtraveler.com/Afghanistan/Afghanistan_CIA_Taliban.html
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“Collateral Damage”7. While US were together with the Saudis occupied destroying
Afghanistan, the war that occurred between Iraq and Iran was perfect in the creation of chaos
in the region, where instead of unite against the Western Colonialism, countries decided to fight
each other. The War has been without any sense, lasted nearly a decade and ended with nothing
but a lot of casualties from both sides. These two conflicts that marked Reagan’s presidency
were at a proto-stage the Strategy that US decided to implement. Already in 1989 with the fall
of Berlin’s Wall and Bush Sr. presidency US were facing new challenges most of all, how
would be the post-Cold War World, where US were the only superpower. If Iraq wanted to take
Iranian oilfields there was no problem for the US and generally the West, but when Saddam
Hussain saw the possibility to strike against Arab Monarchies that were (and still are) the major
guarantee of Western interests in the region, US had no problems to start a campaign in support
of a reactionary Emirate of Kuwait (where Western democratic standards were not and are not
applied but no NGO was interested in that). It was the main sign that US would had come to
war to protect their allies in the region, and militarly preserve their power and interests. This
was the first American conflict in the post-Cold War era, and was quietly understood that
without Russia protecting Anti-American countries, or with Anti-Western block, most of the
countries, had to reach an agreement with the US because Russia has fallen and was not ready
to defend neither itself neither someone else. After the end of this conflict, started already
another’s one, in Somalia. A civil War was already present since 1990, because of the end of
the cold war and the possible transition to a non-socialist system, that was problematic since
socialism was considered the way to exit from colonialism. US officially obtained the UN
mission about Somalia, the country was already damaged itself, but US and their allies created
only other chaos. It is still unclear and unknown what really have they achieved in three years
and when in 1995 they retired the situation was even critical than before. Somalia is still today,
tormented by a civil War, and is considered a failed state, where the government controls only
the capital Mogadishu. The other conflict in which in US involved themselves at the same time,
they were in Somalia, was in the Yugoslavian wars, from 1992 until 2001 when they ousted
Slobodan Milosevic from power. While about the instability of Somalia, did not surprise
anyone, the Yugoslavian conflict and its violence yes. It was the first, open conflict in Europe
after the end of WWII, for Europeans was a shock, and they were not ready to answer, most of
all, Germany, just reunited, saw the possibility to cover the vacuum left by the end of the Cold

7

Collateral damage is an expression meaning that mostly human beings died because of a possible mission,
where in order to achieve an objective people have been sacrificed. Mainly nonmilitary, and even unharmed
and innocent people.
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War in Eastern Europe. When in 1991, Slovenia and Croatia, decided to secede from
Yugoslavia the main mistake of Germany and other countries was to support independence,
that destroyed Yugoslavia. If in 1991, according to the Brioni agreement (July 1991) there was
the possibility to have still Yugoslavia, but already at the beginning of 1991, it was clear that
Yugoslavia was falling apart. The project of Serbians, the ethnic majority of the federation, to
unite all Serbians under one country, was a good idea, that unfortunately was opposed by the
West. With S. Milosevic, Belgrade outside from the Cold War period, was trying to reconstruct
the relations with Moscow. Already in the XIXth century, Kingdom of Serbia was a close ally
to Russia, to an extent that, Western countries created the Kingdom of Montenegro in order to
not let Serbia access the Mediterranean Sea, and so also Russia. Despite Russia was very weak,
the possibility of having even just one russian ally in Europe, and most of all a country that was
not giving up its international position between Non-aligned, meaning a country that would
have not have participated in the NATO expansion, as in the EU expansion. Finally, according
to Ralph Hartmann, the last ambassador of the DDR to Yugoslavia

8 9

“the only reason why

Serbians, and their president Milosevic have been punished and recognized guilty is because,
after the signing of the Maastricht treaty that could not be any socialist (or similar) state in
Europe”. Destroying Yugoslavia was necessary for the West in order to end socialism in Europe
(since Yugoslavia was not depending from USSR), but also the possibility of a strong ally to
Russia was also something that US and their allies did not want to allow. What concerns us, is
the fact that in Bosnian Conflict and in Kosovo Conflict, US supported muslims, with funds
from Arab Monarchies in order to spread Wahabism and Salafism trough the Balkans. Arab
Monarchies worked as they did in Afghanistan a decade before while US committed to support
Muslims against Serbians and trough propaganda, Muslims in Bosnia and Kosovo became the
victims, while Serbians became the murderers. With, western propaganda, NATO and even the
UN against them, really a little they could have done, to defend themselves, by the way the
most horrible thing of that conflict, was the idea to create a tribunal in order to judge who is
right and who is wrong, like in Nuremberg. In a conflict there is no right or wrong but winners
and loosers. And winning or loosing a conflict does not mean being right or wrong. This rhetoric
is used by the West, in order to justify their Wars; and without is it would be hard for them to
justify their involvement. After more than two decades from 1978 and one decade from the end
of the Cold War, the possibility to move this strategy to a higher level came, just with the

8
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election of the new president George Bush Jr. As in the first chapter, has been mentioned the
shifting of “The Enemy” to terrorism and so to War on Terrorism, this was part of the Bush’s
project to a massive Middle Eastern campaign applying various element of The Strategy that
revealed useful in the previous two decades. US General Wesley Clark declared later, that the
plan of the US in 2001, while they were already bombing Afghanistan was to overthrow seven
countries in five years (Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, Libya, Somalia, Sudan and finally Iran). 10 With
the exception of Sudan, where they succeeded after many years to detach the Southern part of
the country, creating a new country “South Sudan” in 2011, all the other countries are suffering
still today for US neo-colonial campaign in the Middle East. In the contemporary phase of the
Strategy, the focus is to create chaos in Middle East, at first and to create a Western kind of
Islam. Since Islam did not globalize itself, it is a traditional religion and is not going to
secularize itself, this creates a problem because Muslims are less subjected to Globalization
processes than other people in the World, and so there was the need to create a Western kind of
Islam. The main ground was the muslim migrants in the West, but there was a support even to
some factions in the Middle East (most of all the Islamic Brotherhood). The Western kind of
Islam is a pro-Western Islamism that accepts the Colonial Status of the Middle East, takes the
Western way of development also for Islamic regions, and renounce to oppose itself to Western
degradation of society. In the Middle East, the strategy has proven to be different from the Bush
administration to the Obama administration. Bush strategy towards Afghanistan and Iraq was a
direct military conflict, while Obama preferred not to directly involve US army in the Middle
East but to support the chaos in the region. Libya, Syria were the main example, but we could
add Yemen (where Arab Monarchies started a war without any consensus from the UN), Egypt
with its own instability, and other countries and regions in this troubled area. Western allies in
the Middle East, Turkey, Israel and Arab Monarchies, have shown their position in the Syrian
conflict, and in general towards this strategy. US allies in the Middle East, created the chaos,
US gave financial, diplomatic, and military support and the EU backed this plan with the known
results. Why should we be afraid by the Strategy? Off course for the Middle East that wants to
exit from colonialism, having the West meddling with their politics and financing some factions
that do not allow the region to develop itself it is a serious obstacle but reactionary and ignorant
interpretation of Islam like the Muslim Brotherhood, are a danger for the whole World. Islam
is not only the religion of the Middle East, in many other countries Islam is either a native
minority, either brought by migrants. The spreading of Salafism and Wahabism could endanger

10

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9RC1Mepk_Sw
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wherever there is a presence of Muslims, concerning even the non-Muslim areas. If we look the
map, at the beginning of this chapter, we can simply see how most of the Silk Road passes
through Muslim territories, and how instability, terrorism and chaos could make the project
unrealizable, because without the Middle East or in general excluding the Muslim World there
cannot be any serious integration of the Eurasian continent. In the big game, what is the place
of Iran. The Islamic Republic is the only country of the Middle East that today is neither under
Western occupation, neither is allied to the West. The issue of nuclear weapons became
necessary mostly as guarantee of strength, in other to balance the power. Iraq, Syria, Lebanon
and Yemen are naturally allied to Iran because of the “Shia” element while Afghanistan because
of the “Persian” element, it is clear that this Strategy is targeting all possible Iranian allies, in
order to contain the Persian influence through the Middle East. The results are Afghanistan as
first opium producer (with NATO presence on its territory), Iraq in the chaos and with more
than one million of casualties since 2003, the Levant destroyed by a bloody conflict (with all
the interests of Israel), Yemen under aggression by Western allies that simply are doing the
dirty job, Libya in the chaos (with many casualties) and Somalia where the civil war that broke
out in the 90s never ended (with problem of Piracy). The scenario is quite horrible, and in this
situation the West was concerned by Iranian nuclear program but not from the chaos created by
the West itself, and seems like that US love to create failed states. 11 12 13 14 15 16
It is clear that United States have no control of the Middle Eastern chaos, they have created an
humanitarian problem with migrants, the web of terrorist organizations (even fighting each
other) has expanded itself to most of the Muslim countries and any attempt to fight terrorism
will be useless, if the problem will not be solved from the roots. It means by stopping financing
various kind of Islamists by the West and its allies in the Middle East. If the West instead of
put sanctions against Syria, Russia and Iran would have taken sanctions against Turkey, Israel
and Arab Monarchies there would be no terrorism, unfortunately for now this is not going to be
possible because are Western regional allies that make sure that Western interests are preserved
in the Middle East. As I wrote this is useful to Western Elites but not to Western national
interests that are called to deal with migrants, terrorism in the West and damaged economies by
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sanctioning possible economic partners. This year, 2016, is going to be the last year in this
phase, and we are already waiting for the fourth phase, that will be decided by the next
American presidential elections in November. The Scenario will be Donald Trump vs Hillary
Rhodam. I personally support Donald Trump for its vision of an isolationist foreign policy, this
is the only think, the world need from the United States, the ending of American World
Government. It is very possible that Donald Trump will search for cooperation with other
countries, and will spend less budget on missions abroad and more US internal politics. Trump
has also been clear in the American presence in Europe only if European countries will pay,
and it is very possible that since economic crisis Europe will not be able to support American
presence, that is not going to cease but will be less, granting more freedom, stability and security
to Europe. Trump has also decided to apply economic sanctions against China, that is quite
better than the actual Obama’s provocations with the navy in the South China Sea. Finally,
Donald Trump is an outsider from the American Political establishment, and during its
campaign has proven to be more interested to popular consensus than to consensus among the
Elites and lobbies (that is Clinton’s consensus). Hillary Rhodam, wife of former president Bill
Clinton instead has shown the same attitude towards war of Adolf Hitler, and she was the author
of the Arab Springs and all that came after. She directly supported Islamists 17 18 (calling them
rebels), and still does, considering the Muslim Brotherhood the democratization of the Middle
East (the EU also supported this view 19), she opposes in any way to any Eurasian integration
or to any formation of a Multipolar World. She is at all the worst candidate possible. As it has
been written, with the next presidential election there will be a shift to the fourth phase of the
Strategy. If Trump is going to win, it is very possible that will stop supporting Islamism and
maybe will start a dialogue with Bashar Al-Assad something that today is not even thinkable.
With Trump possible presidency, there is the possibility for a shifting in strategy if not the
abandoning of the actual’s one; on the other hand, if Hillary Rhodam wins, the fourth phase of
the Strategy will get more military with joint support for Islamists, creating an even worse
tendency than the already horrible one from fifteen years on. It is unclear what will be of the
Iranian nuclear deal, but one thing is sure: breaking or continuing the support to Islamist
formations is what will make the real difference in the next phase of the Strategy.
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The Sunni-Shia divide
Another issue that concerns Middle East, but mostly is a way the West uses against the Middle
East is the support to the possible conflict between Sunni Muslims (85% of Muslims) and Shia
Muslims (15% of Muslims). This sectarian conflict is a threat to peace and stability in the
region, but mostly shows the actual Western direction for the Middle East. The historical
difference between Sunni and Shia, was that the first did not recognize after Muhammad and
the Quran, a succession to the prophet, making it a unique, and giving the role of religious
leader to political one. For the Shia community instead Ali was the successor of Muhammad,
making Ali even more important than Muhammad itself since he applied what Muhammad
wrote. Even if there are various branches of Shia Islam, Ali is common for everyone, as first
Imam, has Hussain the third Imam that became a martyr. From the beginning the Shia
community had a religious hierarchy that was not present in the Sunni interpretation of Islam.
If on the one hand for Sunnis the religious leader was the political leader like the Arabic Caliph
or the Ottoman Sultan after, for Shia Islam, religious power and political power were
represented by two different figure. The main different is in the role of Islam, for Sunni elites
Islam was an element that give them legitimization for ruling over the Muslim Ummah, so we
could simply say, Islam was an object in the hands of elites that used for achieving their
interests, while for Shiites, Islam was the subject from which even politics was conceived. Why
and how should be important that, in contemporary Middle Eastern Politics? The reason that in
front of a political religious Sunnism like Muslim Brotherhood, or Arab Monarchies the West
supports it because this kind of Islamism makes interest of the West and in exchange, Middle
Eastern elites ask for Western support and protection in the region. Shia political Islam like
Islamic Revolution, Hezbollah, the Houthis resistance and so on, will be an enemy for the West
because Shia Political Islam, derives from Islam itself, operates according to Islamic traditional
principles, and most of all aim to the development, independence and decolonization of the
Middle East, a process that is not appreciated from the West. Sunni political Islam, uses Islam
as an object, as a form of legitimization, why Shia Political Islam has Islam as the guidance of
its political actions. No matter this substantial difference, there is no reason to have a conflict
of religions on the basis of Sunni-Shia divide, instead it’s all about political processes, and
political conflicts. From the one hand, there is the Western World and its ally in the region, on
the other there are the powers that opposes to Western dominion in the region and want
emancipation. The issue of Sunnism and Shiism, ends if we consider countries like Algeria,
Libya, Egypt, Iraq, Yemen, Afghanistan, Syria and Lebanon because with the exception of Iran,
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no other country in the region was using Political Shia Islam, and Hezbollah or Houthis are
factions but not a state. US and the West strongly opposed to Middle Eastern Countries that had
socialist-secularized system, like the one I mentioned before, and started promoting this kind
of destructive branch of Sunni Political Islam, like Salafism or Wahabism, that were good to
fight both against Socialist-Nationalist States as against Shia Political Islam. Hezbollah and
Bashar Al-Assad are totally different, one is Shia Political Islam, the other is Baathism, panArabism. There is by the way, a common goal for both, the liberation of the Middle East from
the Western presence and Western impositions like Zionist occupation and Arab Monarchies.
There is no element to call the ongoing conflict in the Middle East about religion but about
politics, because there is no mention in the Holy Quran, about people killing other people in
order to reach Haven, as the concept of Jihad as intended by these terrorist organization never,
I say never went against real source of power in the Middle East and in the rest of the Word,
but they were just killing other people, mainly Muslims in the Middle East and no real objective
for a jihad. No Jihadist, attacked Zionist state; no Jihadist attacked the Arab Monarchs friends
of the West, No Jihadist attacked or destroyed Oilfields and Gasfields, neither they seized any
tank of Oil and Gas. No Jihadist in the West attacked NATO structure, IMF, World Bank,
Financial Institutions, the tribunal at the Hague or the EU structures. In the concept of Jihad,
there is the concept of Justice, that is one of the basic concept of Islam, but none of these
terroristic organization never attacked real source of power that oppress the Middle Eastern
region as the rest of the World. It is clear to me, that the idea of Islam being the cause of the
chaos, war and terrorism present in the Middle East, as among Muslims in the rest of the World
could be straightly ruled out. There is nothing about religion here, but all about Politics.
Unfortunately Islam, in all this mess, becomes an instrument and something to blame, and this
is not only a problem for the Middle East, but as we speak of Eurasian integration and Islam is
seen as negative object, Muslims automatically being categorized as possible terrorists, any
possibility of integrating Muslims with Non-Muslims becomes very difficult, because there is
no mutual trust from the beginning. And the aim of this chapter was exactly showing the reader
how Iran and Islam today are badly considered because Political Processes in the Middle East,
supported by the West had to present non-Western allies as monsters and started a fake-conflict
of civilization, when this conflict itself never existed at today’s level, since Middle East as
“Cradle of Civilizations” has always preferred to embrace dialogue in the diversity, instead of
seeking to annihilate it.
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The “American Strategy for Islam” is a theory I wrote, joining the contemporary American
Strategy to Middle Eastern Affairs since 1978.
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RETURN TO EUROPE

Europe: Integration or Disintegration?
What does it mean, today, Europe? There is the geographical meaning concerning the European
semi-continent, but only looking from 1914 until today, the concept of Europe changed and is
going to change in the future. In 1914, there was the Europe of Empires and Colonialism, that
exited defeated from WWI, and was substituted by the Europe of Versailles that had a small
life, since no new real mechanism for the balance of power came out from the Versailles system.
Everything changed for Europe after 1945, when occupied by Russians and Anglo-Saxons at
the end of the Second World Conflict, Europe has found itself divided in two. This definitively,
“archived” Europe until today. With the creation of NATO in 1949 and since 1951 with the
process that is called European integration and started from Western Europe; joining together
not only in a political and military alliance as NATO but also in a political and economic
integration like the future EU. On this issue there are different points of view, Europeans believe
that was a processes started from the European countries itself, while my point of view that
instead follows the non-European schools: the process of what was called European integration
was totally backed by the United States in order to have unity and cohesion among their
European partners (or colonies). So coming back to periodization, there is Europe under Cold
War (1945-1989), or the “Divided Europe”, that was followed by the optimistic Europe of the
Post-Cold War period (1990-2008) in which there were a lot of expectations from the European
integration to create a quite new idyllic world as an answer to 45 years of divisions. All these
expectations crashed with the last Economic Crisis in 2008 that brought us to the contemporary
phase of Europe (2009-) where Europe was overcome by the economic and financial crisis and
there is still today no sign of end of the crisis and of real growth like until 2007-08. I mentioned
Europe during the Cold War as a “Divided Europe” so we would expect that after 1989, Europe
would have become independent. This did not happen, and on the other hand, US in their
expansionism have done and are doing everything possible to include the rest of Europe inside
the Euro-Atlantic institutions (EU and NATO) even if this would trigger a civil war like in
Ukraine. For the purposes of this thesis, we should focus on the Post-Cold War Europe. The
first step of the “new” and “unified” Europe was the German re-unification in 1990, that paved
the Way for Germany to come back as a strong actor in the European scene even politically and
not only economically. The vacuum left from Russia (or USSR) and the desire of former
socialist countries to become part of the “civilized west” gave the possibility to Germany to
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project its geopolitical space on Eastern Europe from the Baltic Sea to Istanbul straits. Until
1989 the main country in the European institutions was France, while was substituted by
Germany in the successive phase. If France to a certain degree, succeeded in creating its own
independence from the US thanks to De Gaulle, Germany succeeded in obtaining a certain
economic power that could not have force it to be a simple support to the Western Camp, but
gained space for its own politics, unfortunately to a less degree than France. Another remark
that should be done, concerns the fact that Germany (as Italy and Japan) was totally occupied
with military bases by NATO, so Teutons had a limited sovereignty even on their lands. The
choices that Germany made after its re-unification were not the most far sighted and proved to
be wrong in most of cases. Germany supported first the destruction of Yugoslavia, and then the
various enlargements, that were preceded by NATO enlargements. If on the one hand, US had
every interest to have European Countries inside of the European Union, Americans did not
want to have a strong EU, and looked at it just as a cage in order to better control the Europeans.
United States recognize to their “allies” or “partners” a certain degree of freedom of action
on the basis of their economy and of their military power, so to Germany because of the strong
economy was recognized the right to geopolitically extend eastwards but all these countries
were already before take inside of NATO, in order not to let consolidate German power with
the American presence. In the new scenario the main antagonism was off course between
Germany and Russia, since Russia was seeing its former satellites if not even its own part of
territory being taken inside the Euro-Atlantic structure, but this did not create any major
problems in the dialogue between the two countries until the 2011 and the beginning of the
“New Cold War” (see chapter 3). Germany resulted the most populous country in Europe and
with the more performing economy, mostly with the presence of the unified currency, the
EURO; making all that Germany the center of Europe, a role that Germany enjoyed until the
crisis of 2008. The whole period (1990-2008) corresponds to what it could be called the
Maastricht Europe but not for all European countries, Europe was seen as a paradise. If instead
of Germany we want to analyze Italy we see a different story. Since 1992 (the year of
Maastricht) started the decline political and economic of Italy. From the Political side, started
a legal (and political) process that brought to the end of the First Republic, substituted by the
Second Republic that transformed politics in a circus, famous to the rest of the World. From
the economic point of view, the decline started in order to satisfy the newly birth EU (and also
the USA), two (moderate- left winged) governments were appointed for that, the first led by G.
Amato and second by C. A. Ciampi. Both governments started to take liberal and anti-national
measure for the economy that damaged, and both in order to satisfy the Maastricht parameters
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about inflation, public debt and deficit. Mr. Amato seized money from bank accounts of the
citizens while Mr. Ciampi started a round of privatization (that already in 80s) in support to
Multinational Corporations (Americans and not only). This was the first time that Italy was
asked to take anti-national economic measure in order to satisfy EU requirements, unfortunately
these were not the last ones and the result of most of European economies are today the proof
that EU has destroyed European economies.

1

Already in 1992, the common currency was

planned even if only ten years after would start to be used, while the targets of governance and
monetary policy was created looking to Scandinavia or Germany, there was no consideration
about the other countries, and to their performance. Another issue that helped to make the EU
a more unfair institution is the simple fact that UK and Denmark were allowed to maintain their
own currencies, this sort of privilege it is wrong since being in “Europe” means that there are
not only rights, and free riders (like Britain) should not be tolerated. The idea of a common
space, with an integrated economy and with a common currency was a good idea, but needed
to handled differently. European countries never thought to achieve a political or state unity
inside European institutions that instead were seen from the majority as an economic
instrument, so no real step concerning the political part of the EU has been made, while from
the one hand European states wanted to maintain their “independence” from the center, the
political part existed itself, and was represented by the European pro-American Elites. If
countries would have achieved more unity, even political EU would look to European interests
and not transatlantic ones. No major problems were perceived by the EU countries until 2008,
when with the economic crisis the economic dream of the EU vanished and European countries
realized they were in a cage. In 2009, the whole Europe was in crisis, with in addition a high
public debt that could have damaged the Euro as the whole EU. The first thing that has to be
remarked is that after the crisis, all the European solidarity faded away, with Northern countries
that did not want to help or modify political economy in order to help the Southern countries.
In the first two years of crisis, like after ’29 crisis no major measures were taken, so many SME
declared bankruptcy, unemployment raised, banks stopped giving credits or rescheduling
payments and number of suicides rose vertically 2. With the Greek crisis, and the possibility of
the Greek default, EU decided for an economic policy that would stop the rising of economic
debt. These ideas were not so good, and they brought Europe to a disaster, bringing recession
instead of growth, with all the collateral damage we could expect. If in the period 2009-2010,

1

About the Economy of Italy see: Felice E., “Ascesa e Declino. Storia economica d’Italia”, 2015, Il Mulino
http://www.forbes.com/sites/melaniehaiken/2014/06/12/more‐than‐10000‐suicides‐tied‐to‐economic‐crisis‐
study‐says/#2bb0edfc1cbb
2
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the main issue was Greece, since 2011, the same measures were taken for the whole Union.
From the one hand the central European bank was fearing inflation and did not want to support
the economy with more liquidity, on the other hand was asked to reduce public expenditure to
raise taxes, in simple words the EU anti-crisis recipe was cutting services and raising taxes,
while Markets and Rating agencies became the first to appease and not European citizens, this
was transposed to the media, where after any elections in European Countries, the most
important issue for the Media was the approval of financial institutions, like if they were the
“Holders” of democracy. When International Financial Institutions became those whom EU
addresses, and not Europeans, EU was not representing Europe anymore but some elites that
were interested in all except the national/regional interests of Europe. The only two measures
taken by the EU and applied by European countries to answer to this world crisis were public
money to private banks

3

and gay marriage.

4

If from the economic side EU proved to be a

disaster for Europe, from the point of view of view of Foreign policy, they just copied and past
US foreign policy. The presence of NATO of course, helped the process but EU (and European
leaders) had to realize that they have to neighbors: Russia and the Middle East, on both sides
they followed Washington politics with the difference that while US have an ocean dividing
them from Russia and from the Middle East, the effects of the “New Cold War” (see chapter
3) and of the “The American Strategy for Islam” (see chapter 4) automatically reflected on
Europe, going totally against European regional and national interests. Instead of looking for
good relations in the neighborhood they preferred to support the chaos in the Middle East and
the conflict with Russia, while they were already in a deep economic (and political) crisis. The
results became clear, with the amount of migrants from Syria, Iraq, Afghanistan, Libya, and
from other regions of the Middle East that were arriving in Europe, adding more instability to
the European society and conflicts among different social “classes” and “nationalities”. It is
clear that some of those “moderate” terrorists that Europe with the rest of the West support
could go back to Europe for sharing with Europe a bit of moderate terrorism, mostly now that
Syrian Army is advancing. For concluding the wonderful picture EU is now discussing the
TTIP (Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership) or Second Marshall Plan, in order to tie
even more the destiny of Europe to the US, if from the people’s side TTIP is really not very
popular but so they were not all US wars, and European countries in a way or another followed
Washington.

3
4

See: Grossman E., Woll C., “Saving the Banks. The Political Economy of Bailouts”, 2013, Sciences Po
http://fra.europa.eu/en/theme/lgbti
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Y = C (Y – T (Y) ) + I ( r ) + G + NX (Y)

From the IS (investment-savings) equation we can see that: Consumer Spending C is related to
the general income with the subtraction of taxes T, Investments I depend from interest rates,
public expenditure is G, while NX is the next export (exports – imports). This equation is really
simple and is part of a simplified model, but already from here we can see how the EU policies
were bad for European economy (or economies). Rising taxes affects consumer spending,
reducing it, a cut of public expenditure reduces the whole result of the equation, and last but
not least, the various sanctions and embargoes taken by the EU against Russia, Iran and other
countries reduce the net exports and the value of the trade balance. The final aggregate income
Y will be reduced by the policies previously described, resulting in a poorer economy.

M/P = L ( r, Y )

M is the nominal amount of money, while P represents prices, so M/P is the real amount of
money, while L is the demand of money depending from interest rates r and income Y. This is
the equation of the curve LM (Liquidity and Monetary Supply). The main interest of the Central
European Bank under J.C. Trichet presidency was maintaining stability among interest rates, in
order to maintain the strong currency, this by the way was bad for the economy because meant
recession, since 2011 with the election of Mario Draghi at the presidency of the European Bank,
interest rates were slightly lowered in order to support the growth, but by the way that was not
enough because of the deep crisis. My personal opinion is that only by changing totally the
direction of economic policies and political economy there could be an exit from the crisis since
was liberalism that created the crisis, and the cure for an illness cannot be what has caused it.
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This is a representation with graphs IS-LM of the first period after the economic crisis, IS
moved left because of more taxes, cut of public expenses, and possible trade related issues (like
sanctions, embargoes ecc.), while the central bank wanted initially to support the stability of
interest rate with a reduction of money supply, fearing inflation. Today the situation in slightly
different, the monetary policy of Mario Draghi is less restrictive but still is not supportive of
growth, small variations happen and are not perceived by the people in order to support the
growth. While European economy is shrinking, immigration is uncontrolled and
disappointment and resentment among people grow there were some signs of wanting to the
break the loop trying to achieve a more independent and balanced point of view, trying to exit
from US foreign policy and EU economic policies, in most of the cases either there was a
demonization of the person or political force like in Hungary, where Viktor Orban was accused
of being racist and anti-European. Unfortunately, the so-called Euroscepticism is not a united
front, but various group without a common goal. Next step is to look at the “Return to Europe”
from the EU.
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Returning to Europe, and the Rebirth of Europe

After the events of the last 35 years, the unipolar direction of the World, and the various
political, armed and economic conflicts started from Washington, in Europe the disappointment
started to grow, helped the economic crisis, the uncontrolled migration and the first element
towards was directed the rage of the people was the EU. European Union, created with the
support of the US in order to unite politically and economically Western Europe (while NATO
was Politically and Military), did not represent the interests of Europe anymore. In the last
paragraph I described the infamous case of Italy that unfortunately did not brought to anything
in practice that could be really considered against the system. In Chapter 2 mentioning the new
Chinese led bank AIIB, I considered it a step in the return to Europe, but now we need to look
to the most important step that have been made in this direction.
-

Hungary: In the last years, one of the most criticized politicians inside the EU is Viktor
Orban, and his government is not considered enough democratic according the
European and Western standards. If on the one hand, Orban like the whole Eastern
Europe wanted to escape from the control that Russia had on them in the previous
century, it is very easy to change the source of control without changing anything.
Hungary is interested in doing its national interests, and also European national
interests, for that reason has been attacked many times by the Media or by other
politicians inside the EU or in the USA. Orban was openly criticized by O.B. (president
of the US) during his speech at UN in September 2015 for creating walls without
considering the fact that US have a wall with Mexico. Hungary strongly opposed to the
uncontrolled migratory flow as to the new rights of the West like the demonization of
family. Hungary together with Serbia supported the project “South-Stream” that had to
create a gas pipe from Russia to Central Europe through the Black Sea, but because of
EU interference was not realized anymore. Hungary supports a reform of Europe from
the inside out, and instead of wanting to leave it believes in the possibility of changing
it. 5 67

5
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2014‐07‐28/orban‐says‐he‐seeks‐to‐end‐liberal‐democracy‐in‐
hungary
6
https://geopoliticalfutures.com/hungary‐poland‐and‐illiberal‐democracy/
7
http://hungarytoday.hu/news/pm‐orban‐rules‐gay‐marriage‐embraces‐traditional‐values‐interview‐70842
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-

Poland: Because of the last parliamentary elections in 2015, Poland has been criticized
for its conservativism that clashes with European liberalism, because either left or right,
EU remains a liberal construct and will emanate liberalism. There should not be any
expectations for Poland at the international level, since its Russo-phobia and alliance
with the US, but at a European internal level of politics, whatever is going contrast and
ask for a change can be considered a voice out of the choir. 8 9 10

-

France: In France the voice out of the choir is represented by Marine Le Pen and her
party Front National, that is trying in any way to change the previous fascist approach
to a sovereign one, that could unite everyone against globalization. Between the various
proposals and points there are the exit of France from NATO and the review of
Schengen treaty, in order to contrast the amount of migrants. Particular was the results
of 2015 regional elections, where there was the possibility of Le Pen to win in many
regions, but this did not happen for the alliance between Socialist and Republicans
against what was considered by them a tragic event, the liberation of France. 11 12 13

-

UK: After the referendum of June 23th 2016, it is uncertain whether the UK will remain
in the EU or leave, as it is uncertain the integrity of the Kingdom, since both Scotland
and Northern Ireland have voted in support of the EU and are ready either to secede like
Scotland either to join Irish Republic as for Northern Ireland. It is still unclear whether
the UK will proceed as the results of the referendum leaving the EU or remain to save
the integrity of the Kindgom; the results of this referendum was mostly a sign of people
that did not feel represented by the EU, it is a clear sign, and all Eurosceptic forces
should recognize that. According to Junker, president of European commission, nothing
is going to change in the EU because of the referendum. Either EU will use this occasion
as a lesson for the future, either the disengagement, disappointment and even anger of
European people towards the EU could bring unexpected results, even worse than a
referendum. The absence of the UK from the EU is an opportunity to develop Europe
without the markets of the City, and I personally support an Europe without the England,

8

http://www.nytimes.com/2016/03/10/opinion/europes‐illiberal‐democracies.html?_r=0
http://www.economist.com/news/leaders/21679470‐new‐government‐poland‐has‐made‐awful‐start‐
europes‐new‐headache
10
https://www.project‐syndicate.org/commentary/leaders‐building‐illiberal‐regimes‐in‐hungary‐and‐poland‐
by‐nina‐l‐‐khrushcheva‐2016‐03
11
http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/7d1aff0e‐18f0‐11e6‐b197‐a4af20d5575e.html#axzz4CfgO2LKp
12
http://www.atlanticcouncil.org/blogs/new‐atlanticist/why‐americans‐should‐worry‐about‐marine‐le‐pen
9

13

http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/foreigners/2016/03/can_nato_and_the_eu_survive_donald
_trump_french_nationalists_and_a_brexit.html
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but I fear that EU will continue on its way even if that means the totally decline of
Europe. 14 15 16
-

Portugal: In October 2015, parliamentary elections happened in Portugal, with the
already ruling coalition nominally winning but loosing the majority in the Parliament.
The President Silva, instead of acknowledging the government to the left coalition
because of the Anti-EU and Anti-NATO sentiment did not want to risk instability at the
international level, so in a first time gave to the government to the already prime minister
Cohelo. But after that, the government did not received enough support and failed, a
new government was formed this time by the left, while the president asked to leave out
any Anti-EU, Anti-NATO element from the government.17

-

Greece/Cyprus: The Greek crisis started since 2009, because of the already high public
debt, that was ignored until that moment. A similar situation of the Island of Cyprus
where the tax regime was really easy that could make Cyprus a tax heaven. In Greek the
situation got worse, because of the measures of the EU in the first two years after the
crisis, because of financial speculation and the fact that northern countries did not want
to help Greece without the real assurance that they would have back their money. The
situation continued with blackmailing from the EU towards Greece in order to apply a
big cut of public spending and general raising of taxes in order to stop the raising of the
debt, that created a big recession and one of the biggest failure of the EU. It is clear that
Athens does not have the resource to pay back the whole amount of the debt, as the fact
that economic policies created recession and not growth. The Anti-European sentiment
is really high, even because of Greek politicians that did not defended as much as they
could national interests. I will take the case of a Greek minister of economy that I admire
Yanis Varoufakis. He became minister after the election of Alexis Tsipras as prime
minister. About Alexis Tsipras, I can say that I never had any sympathy for him, but
Varoufakis was really great, and he showed strength towards the EU and the IMF, he
supported a public referendum where the Greek people said no to the conditions by
bankers, but they made him resign, because “he was not desired” by creditors, and
because Tsipras, no matter the results of the referendum accepted the conditions of
creditors betraying, his electors as those who voted at the referendum. In addition,

14

https://lenta.ru/news/2016/06/26/mcfaul/
http://www.economist.com/Brexit
16
http://www.ft.com/eu‐referendum
17
http://www.bbc.com/news/world‐europe‐34611274
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another issue was open by Varoufakis and Minister of Foreign Affairs. Alexis Tsipras
since the beginning of his presidency with the advice of Varoufakis went to Moscow
and to Beijing and asked for a possible line of credit with the two countries. Russia and
China had every interests to have a “friend” inside of the EU, as Greek vote could have
stopped Sanctions against Russia as the could have stopped the various measures that
are taken against Chinese products from the most various reasons. Greece, on the other
hand offered also the possibility to exit from NATO and to participate and to participate
to the Sino-Russian international institutions. Just after thinking that, Mr. Obama called
to Athens saying Greece does not go anywhere, and even criticized the IMF in order to
not loose Greece as a NATO and Western country. I believe that the case of Greece, and
of minister Varoufakis is the finest example that Europe has been reduced to a colonial
status by the US and by the various international economic, financial, political and
military Western institutions. In Cyprus in 2013, in order to raise enough money as
requested by the EU, they stole from private bank accounts, obviously without consent.
Most of the investors in Cyprus were Russian, and Cyprus offered to Russian people
who have lost their money to the EU a EU citizenship. 18 19 20 21 22
-

Schengen and migrant crisis: Various countries since 2015, because of the migrant crisis
started to control documents at the borders with other Schengen States, partially
restricting the Free movement inside of the Area. The simple fact that countries do not
trust each other with migrants, either they do not migrants admitted by some Schengen
members or simply disagree with current European migration policy, but instead of
changing it they prefer to act at the state level that is easier than at the Union Level,
most of all EU with its humanitarian commitment, hardly would change its open door
policy and EU and Schengen countries for some unknown reasons prefer to take on each
other instead of questioning the real intension of the EU.

All these cases show us how the real situation is more complicated, but there is not any common
front, and until now, there is not a social conscience (Marx would have used class conscience),
that realize that the source of the problems they live is in the United States and in the subjection
of Europe to the US. We can expect as it is, that actually there is no government in the EU or
18

http://sputniknews.com/analysis/20150207/1017930909.html
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2016/business/international/greece‐debt‐crisis‐euro.html
20
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/report‐on‐business/international‐business/european‐business/greeces‐
financial‐crisis‐rearing‐its‐ugly‐head‐again/article29511644/
21
https://yanisvaroufakis.eu/euro‐crisis/modest‐proposal/4‐the‐modest‐proposal‐four‐crises‐four‐policies/
22
http://www.businessinsider.com/russians‐get‐cyprus‐citizenship‐2013‐3
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simply in Europe that questions its geopolitical position, with all the critics they could make to
the war approaches of the US, European countries until now did not distanced from America,
as they did not understood that the World is changing towards East and not towards West, and
if US are making their interests in the Pacific Region as in the rest of the World, Europe is
simply cut out from the game and its population becomes always poorer year by year. A
possible change as remarked in the previous chapter could happen with the election of Donald
Trump and with the possible more isolationism of America, leaving Europe more free. 23

24

Silk-Road and Europe

For every chapter, I have analyzed, the situation in the region/country, which political internal
or international issue concern today, and finally how would they influence in the Silk Road
Project. The Bank AIIB already mentioned in Chapter 2, is an example but may not explain the
whole situation. The first element, is the mutual un-trust between Europe and Asia, mostly with
China but even with other Asian Countries, this is the first obstacle. The second obstacle, is a
political one, and it is the Trans-Atlantic bound that ties Europe to the North-America, the third
represent the lack of a unified European front. About the first point, there is the idea (in the
West) that Chinese or in general non-Western production, is low quality and cheap, moreover,
China cannot export many of its products to Europe because of European framework regarding
International trade and the parameters that products have to satisfy. In simple words, Europeans
do not want Chinese products, because of a prejudice about their quality as because they fear
that they would highly concurrently to Western ones, as already many are today. The prejudice
about quality is the least of the problems, but if Europeans want to protect their goods and their
markets, for China would be hard to export new goods to the European market. As for the
second issue, in the previous Chapter the Transatlantic relation has already been discussed, but
I would add that in this moment, US are proposing to Europe the TTIP, the European analog of
the TPP, that are totally in opposition and competition with Chinese project New Silk Road.
American project aims to connect Asia and Europe across the oceans (Atlantic and Pacific), to
contain and isolate Russia and China, and in the middle, the whole Middle Eastern chaos, while

23
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Chinese project aims to unite the whole Eurasian continent in a trade and economic partnership.
The direction of the project is opposite. One uses the control of the Sea (US), the other instead
looks to the power of the land 25. Chinese project becomes an opportunity for many countries
to slowly exit the American influence and it the real and one opportunity in this moment for the
future of Eurasia. For the various reasons and difficult situation in each region I described, the
project is slowly developing and will not going to be ready as soon as the American counterpart.
About the third factor, the lack of an united European front, is the same reason why Europe is
so fragile and weak. We can find various Europes inside of Europe, Scandinavia for example,
is one region, the second region is what I call “Liberal Europe” and it is formed by Britain and
Benelux. Scandinavia is quite detached from the rest of Europe, while Britain and Benelux are
specialized on services (mostly financial), more than in trading goods, and these two regions
would not receive any real advantage from the Silk Road. Than there is tradition Western
Europe, made from Germany, Italy, France and Iberian Peninsula. This part of Europe is
interested to the Silk Road, but still not ready to a further “political” step in the Eurasian
integration because of the strong tie with Euro-Atlantic institutions and the USA. There is then
the Central European region or former Austro-Hungarian Empire (Austria, Hungary, Slovenia,
Croatia, Chekia, Slovakia), these countries have proven that despite being part of Europe, are
searching for a more balanced point of view, and yes would benefit from the New Silk Road,
so it is very possible they would support. As also the former Ottoman or Balkan Europe, that is
the poorest part of Europe, and would have many advantages from a Eurasian integration,
mostly in the creation of new infrastructures and possibility to receive more investments in poor
regions where normally there is no interest concerning investments. The broader picture is more
complex as it could be expected and will only be known in the future, but I steadily tried to look
to the various elements that today are influencing the “Great Game” across the Eurasian
continent from which the Silk Road project depends.

25

See: Schmitt C., “Land and Sea”, various editions
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CONCLUSIONS
Eurasian Integration and Silk Road: dream or reality?

I started writing this thesis, several months ago, and the first thing I wrote was the fact that
China won the Cold War. For China the end of the Cold War was a win, because trading, affairs
and business, work better in a non-polarized world. But in front of 2008 World financial and
economic crisis, and to the gradually violence the West uses to stop is decline is something that
concern certainly today China and all countries in the World. In our context, the need for an
Eurasian integration was clear already from 2008, as it was clear the concept of Eurasia in the
system of International Relations. It is clear today that: the conflict in the Middle East, the
conflict in China Sea, the conflict in Ukraine, the debt crisis in Europe and Greece, the
instability in the Korean Peninsula, either in the Indian Subcontinent, the support to Wahabism
and Salafism, the international implications of Zionism; it is all connected, and in today’s world
Eurasia already exist, since conflicts, tensions, war, crisis, they all influence each other and the
need of an integration even gradual, becomes necessary for spreading mutual cooperation
instead of “Dividi et Impera” as Anglosaxons love. No matter how many casualties, wars create,
the real enemy hides behind a speculation not an atomic weapon. Economic processes arrived
to influence political ones, instead of vice versa, for example Europe, under a strong economic
crisis for its own policies, even regarding migrants, is today absent from the international arena
if not for repeating the same things US say like if EU and US were the same thing, and had the
same interests. It’s economic rise of China that give the power to challenge London and New
York with Hong Kong, Shenzhen and Shanghai. Energy, energy security and satisfying the
energetic needs of a country or of a region is another crucial element. US thanks to
unconventional way of extraction like Shale Oil and Fracking Gas, became the first energy
producer, relieving themselves from the Middle East, since the big amount of resources in the
American Continent. If US are independent, Europe is not, in fact it depends mainly from
Middle East and Russia. One of Russian objective in the Middle East is a coordinate policy
regarding Oil and Gas market, in order to present themselves as united front in front of Europe
that should rethink then its neighborhood policy towards both neighbors, Russia and the Middle
East. On this point off course, will never agree Arab Monarchies that exist because of Western
support and they are military and diplomatically protected by the West in the name of Western
energetic corporations, and low energetic costs. If maintaining the Middle East back warded in
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a semi-colonial status, with pro-Western governments meant spreading Wahabism, Salafism
and supporting Zionism, the West surely did that, because to be first world, you need someone
else to be second, third, fourth etc. since having raising powers challenging Western hegemony
and dominion in the International structure is a threat that Western Elites are ready to fight in
any terms. Traditional geopolitical thought divided those who believed in the supremacy of the
seas, in those who believed in the supremacy of the land (as heartland) and in those who
believed in the control of the Rimland. I personally believe that joining all three approach we
receive a balanced view, because seapowers have their characteristics, and are mainly focused
on economy and trade, while landpowers, are focused on their army in the expansion
maintaining a continuity of borders. Rimlands is vital today, that’s the reason why the new
project of Nicaragua Channel financed by China (mainly) and Russia is worrying US as would
make their Panama useless, is the same reason that brought the West without no question to
support Saudi aggression on Yemen, since Houthis as anti-Western group could seize the Aden
straits, as Iran could seize the Ormuz straits, and China the Singapore straits creating a real
“blockade” for World Economy and trade that could really bring to a new World Conflict.
The coup attempt that happened in Turkey, and the actual relations between Turkey and the
West showed that from Politics we can expect everything, and that “Winner can loose, and
things can get strained”1. Next American presidential elections could change the US trend in
foreign policy, and that would affect the Eurasian continent, its conflicts and its possible
integration. I sincerely hope, in this thesis I gave a small contribute to the Eurasian cause and
broke few assumptions of the Western Liberal System that are propaganda and taken as
universalistic. I wish to the World, to world politics, to world economy and to You as my
readers all the best in this difficult contemporary context.

1

This is taken from the Pink Floyd’s song “Dogs Of War”, about those who work for the actual dominant elites,
and tomorrow will recycle if the elite would change, that’s why it also says “But whatever you change, you
know the dogs remain”, meaning that World Hierarchical structure always existed and will always exist.
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Source: Sputnik News (RIA Novosti)
https://i1.wp.com/cdn2.img.sputniknews.com/images/102157/54/1021575463.png
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